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PREFACE

Water quality managementcan be interpretedprimarily in
two ways: either one understandsthis term to mean long-term
planning of investment in storageand wastewatertreatment
facilities; or managementis understoodin a real-time context
where one is concernedessentiallywith short-termoperational
matters. The traditional view of water quality managementis
the former interpretation. In general the design of wastewater
treatmentplants reflects this view and operationalaspectsof
managementare ignored. This has important consequences.
Frequently the original objectivesof a long-term management
programmecannot be achievedbecauseof persistentlyinadequate
operationalperformanceof treatmentplants. During the past
ten years such an inconsistencyin the ｰ ｲ ｯ ｢ ｬ ･ ｾ formulation of
water quality managementhas becomewell recognised.

In 1977 a ｳｾ｡ｬｬ project funded by the Anglian Water
Authority was initiated with the collaborationof the
University of Cambridge, U.K. The project was to undertake
a study of dynamic modelling and operationalcontrol of the
activatedsludge process in wastewatertreatment. This work
continues to the presentand will continue for some time to
come. The three principal investigatorsinclude the manager
of the Norwich SewageWorks in easternEngland, and two
personswith various researchinterestsin system identification,
water quality ｾ ｡ ｮ ｡ ｧ ･ ｭ ･ ｮ ｴ Ｌ and fuzzy control. Early in the
study it becameapparentthat the more conventional techniques
of control systemdesign would probably not be capableof
yielding the practical results that were being sought. For a
number of sound reasonswe decided to try the novel approach
of using fuzzy system theory techniquesin synthesizinga
controller for the activatedsludge biological treatment
process. The nature of the problem seemedto suggestthis
approachand our preliminary results confirm the potential
of the technique. The basis of a fuzzy controller is that it
exploits the empirical operatingexperienceof the plant
managerrather than the analytical propertiesof a set of
mathematicalrelationships.

This report provides a summary of the project activities
up to June 1978. The project will continue, even though two
of the investigatorsno longer reside in the U.K.; the most
severeproblem Whichthat createsis the increaseddistance
from the treatmentplant itself. We are grateful to the
Anglian Water Authority, to the University of Cambridge and
to IIASA for the support, time and facilities with which to
carry out the study.
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ABSTRACT

A report is presentedon a collaborativestudy of
dynamic modelling and control of the activatedsludge process
in wastewatertreatment. The report divides into four major
parts, the first of which presentsand discussesthe time-
seriesof field data from the Norwich SewageWorks in England.
The secondpart of the paper is concernedwith the identification
of a model for nitrification in the activated sludge process
from the given field data; the techniqueused for this purpose
is an extendedKalman filtering algorithm. A third section
deals with the constructionof a detailed simulation model
which has been used for control systemdesign and evaluation.
The final major part of the report introducessome basic ideas
of fuzzy control, suggestswhy conventionalcontrol schemes
may be of limited value in wastewatertreatmentsystems, and
proceedsto define a fuzzy controller developedfrom the
empirical operating experienceof the Norwich TreatmentPlant
manager. The paper also offers some thoughts on future
perspectivesfor the study and for the use of mathematical
models as aids to the operationalcontrol of wastewatertreat-
ment.
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Modelling and OperationalControl of the
Activated Sludge Processin WastewaterTreatment

1. INTRODUCTION

There is a considerablefocus of attention on the applica--

tion of computersand automation in the water and wastewater

industries (e.g., Progressin Water Technology, 1977). The

terms "automation" and "computerisation"are, in fact, usually

understoodas synonymouswith substitutingthe activities of

man by a machine. Clearly, in the context of straightforward

efficiency and easeof operation, when this substitutionrefers

to the actions of turning on and off pumps, blowers, scrapers,

etc., automationwould seem to be very desirable. In themselves,

however, automationand computerisationdo not necessarilyimply

a more efficient, or more systematic,control of processbehaviour.

It is to the questionof control, and not automation, that this

project is addressed.

The original objectives for the project were divided into

two categories: mathematicalmodelling of the activatedsludge

process,on the one hand, and the examinationof processoperating

(control) rules by referenceto such a computer simulation, on

the other hand. It was intended that the model should be a de-

scription of dynamic, or unsteady-state,behaviour of the process.

Although the desirablegoal of processcontrol would be to main-

tain the activated sludge systemat a "steady state", the upsets

occasionedby shock loadings, bulking sludge, dispersedsludge,

or rising sludge conditions are all transient, unsteady-state

phenomena. The term "steady state" is, of course, used advisedly:

it is merely meant to indicate the situation in which the activated

sludge unit performanceis oscillating steadily in accordancewith

the natural diurnal variations of the primary settled sewage. The

activatedsludge processis never at a true steady state, in the

strict senseof the phrase, since from one hour to the next its
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influent and effluent quality and volumetric dischargeshave

changed. Thus, besidesthe dynamic characterof the model, it

was further desired that the model should simulate the primary

propertiesof biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), suspendedsolids

(55), and ammonia removal in an activatedsludge unit. For the

control aspectsof the study there were two guiding principles:

firstly, the intention was to examine an essentiallypractical

approachto activatedsludge control; and secondly, there would

be some investigationof ways in which routinely monitored infor-

mation might be used more effectively.

The ideal project for almost any control systemdesign prob-

lem has four distinct phases. These are:

o Design and implementationof experimentalwork and col-

lection of experimentalfield data.

o Derivation and verification of a mathematicalmodel by

referenceto the field data.

o Specificationof processcontrol objectives, and control

system synthesisand evaluationby referenceto the math-

ematical model.

o Installation of the control systemon the field unit.

This summary report on studies for 1977/78 is organisedalong the

same lines. Section 2 deals with the experimentaldata from the

activated sludge unit at the Whitlingham (Norwich) SewageWorks;

it also contains a brief assessmentof some simple statisticsof

the field data. Section 3 discussessystem identification and

mathematicalmodelling; here we have both a successand a failure

to report. From the experimentaldata a model for nitrification

can be identified and partially verified but no such identifica-

tion is possible for a model of BOD and 55 removal. The reason

for the failure of the latter rests primarily with the poor

quality of the field data for system identification purposes.

Accordingly, Section 4 describessome important featuresof a

largely theoreticalmodel, particularly those aspectsrelated to

the clarification and thickening propertiesof the clarifier,
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which has been developedfor subsequenttesting of processcon-

trol schemes. The following section, Section 5, focuses upon

the specificationof a set of operatingrules. Since theseop-

erating rules are founded upon the empirical experienceof the

sewageworks manager, rather than upon the analytical properties

of a set of mathematicalequations, they representsomethingof

a departurefrom standardcontrol systemsynthesisprocedures.

Therefore Section 5 is also partly concernedwith showing how

the kind of control envisagedfor an activated sludge process

(to be referred to later as fuzzy control) is really quite dif-

ferent from the type of control one might expect to find applied

to a distillation column in a petrochemicalsplant. After Section

5 in the report we are forced to leave our ideal project outline.

The evaluationof processcontrol rules by referenceto a com-

puter simulation is still in progress. And, of course, the im-

plementationof the proposedcontrol on an actual activated sludge

unit must await decisionsconsequentupon the findings of the

presentproject. Section 6 deals thus with the possibilities for

ongoing and related studies, including (briefly) the subject of

preparinga questionnairefor wastewatertreatmentplant managers.

It is hoped that each of Sections 2 to 6 will eventually form the

basis of much more detailed reports yet to be prepared.

The major results and interim conclusionsfrom the project

are:

o An original verification of a dynamic mathematicalmodel

for nitrification in the activated sludge process.

o An original application of fuzzy control techniquesin

wastewatertreatment.

o The developmentof a practical control schemewhich, in

principle, requires no further instrumentationor hard-

wiring of the plant (vis a vis the specific caseof

Norwich) .

o The developmentof a useful framework within which pro-

ceduresfor activatedsludge processcontrol can be

discussedand formulated.
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o The identification of the apparent (overriding) impor-

tance of effluent total suspendedsolids concentration

measurementsas an indication of processoperatingcon-

ditions.

o The identification of the sensitivity of activated sludge

unit operation to the movement and settling of the bio-

logical floc in the clarifier.

o The conclusion that current models for the dynamic be-

haviour of the clarifier are somewhat inadequate.

Recommendationsfor future studies inolude:

o The undertakingof further specializedexperimentalwork

for investigationof BOD and SS removal in the aerator,

and of unsteady-statesludge settling in the clarifier.

o Exploration of the potential for real-time simulation

and forecastingas a support service in sewage treatment

plant management.

o Examination of the effects of activatedsludge unit con-

trol on variations in the quality of the receiving water

body, especially in respectof in-plant and in-stream

nitrification.

o The preparationof a questionnaire,for circulation to

treatmentplant managers,for comparisonand assessment

of empirical experienceof activated slujge unit control.

2. THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA: SOME PRELIMINARY STATISTICS AND
COMMENTS

The successof any modelling exercisewhich sets itself the

objective of demonstratinghow well, or how badly, the model

portrays "reality" is strongly dependentupon the quality of the

field data available. As we have said above, the ideal would be

the ability to make certain specializedand deliberateexperiments.

Such experimentsare usually designedfor the observationof pro-

cess dynamic behaviour as a responseto well defined input distur-

bances (forcing functions). For instance, in the case of the
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the activatedsludge unit it might be desirableto measurehow

the mixed liquor suspendedsolids (MLSS) concentrationand the

clarifier effluent BOD and SS concentrationschangewith time in

responseto a sudden step increasein the volumetric feed-rate

of settled sewage to the aerator. If these responsescan be

adequatelymodelled, and if the assumptidncan be made that the

resulting model ｾ ｳ also valid for the simulation of plant responses

to other forms of influent feed-ratevariations, then we should

have the basis of a model for control systemdesign and evalua-

tion. Unfortunately, only very rarely is it possible to carry

out such experimentalwork (see for instanceOlsson and Hansson,

1976), since two major practical problems have to be overcome:

o While experimentingwith the activatedsludge unit satis-

factory operationof the wastewatertreatmentplant must

still be ensured.

o The manipulation of the input disturbances,i.e., settled

sewage flow and quality, may require extraordinaryfacili-

ties for storageand pumping of sewage flows.

These problems are not insurmountable;but they are, nevertheless,

a barrier to rapid progressin the mathematicalmodelling of acti-

vated sludge units, or for that matter any other unit processof

wastewatertreatment (Beck, 1977).

At the Whitlingham TreatmentPlant there is the compensating

good fortune of a fairly comprehensiveplant instrumentation

systemand the availability of equally comprehensivelaboratory

analysis records of activatedsludge performance (Cotton and

Latten, 1977a, 1977b). Given that it is not possible to experi-

ment with the activated sludge unit, a secondbest situation ｾ

for the modeller - is the use of these records and, in particular,

to select from the records periods of operationwhere the unit

has been performing in a less than desirable fashion. It would,

for example, be extremely interestingto observe in retrospect

the unit's responseto a storm-flow input or to a bulking sludge

condition. For the purposesof model identification we shall

call this type of field data "normal operatingconditions"; a
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term which will distinguish the observationof responsesto

naturally occurring disturbancesfrom measurementstaken under

special experimentalcircumstances.

2. 1 The Field Data and Some Simple Stat"istics

Figure 1 is a schematicdiagram of the activated ｳ ｬ ｵ ｾ ｧ ･ unit.

Table 1 gives some simple statisticsof those variableswhich are

direct measurementsof processoperating ｣ ｯ ｮ ､ ｩ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ ｳ ｾ the time-

seriesof data for these variablesare plotted in Figures 2 to

22. The period covered by the field data is from January1st to

April 30th (1976), which representsa possible total of 121 daily

sampledvalues for each variable.* Table 2 and Figures 23 to 33

likewise give the statisticsand plots for a number of variables,

such as sludge age, sludge recycle ratio, etc., which can be

computed from the directly measuredvariables. All these latter

variablesare computed, where necessary,using data that has been

interpolatedfor the missing observationsof the directly measured

variablesof Table 1.

The following additional abbreviationsare used in Tables 1

and 2:

COD = chemical oxygen demand

RASS = return (recycle) activatedsludge suspendedsolids.

These and previously

throughout the text.

ment and analysisof

defined abbreviationswill be used generally

Several conditions attach to the measure-

the variablesof Table:

o All BOD measurementsare S-day total BOD measurementsin

that they include any BOD exertedby suspendedparticulate

material - the difference, therefore, between total BOD

and carbonaceous BOD measurementsis that the oxidation of

organically complexedN is suppressedin the latter.

*For referencepurposesthese first and last dateswill be
denotedby days to and t 120 respectively.
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Table 1. Sample statisticsof directly measuredvariables for
the activatedsludge process.

Variable Mean Standard
Deviation

Figure

3 -1Influent settled sewage flow (m day )
3 -1Recycle activated sludge flow (m day )

S 1 1 d (m3 day-I)urp us s u ge wastagerate

Air blower volume input (m3 day-I)

2.057 x 104 0.270 x 104

1.769 x 104 0.326 x 104

431 160

3.762 x 105 0.264 x 105

2

3

4

5

Influent SS concentration(gm-3)

Influent 5-day, total BOD concentration

(gm-3)
-3

Influent COD concentration(gm )

Influent aIllIIlonia - N concentration(gm-3)

Influent pH value

Influent carbohydrateconcentration

(gm-3)

Effluent SS concentration(gm-3)

Effluent 5-day, total BOD concentration

(gm-3)
-3Effluent 5-day, carbonaceousBOD (gm )

-3Effluent COD concentration(gm )

Effluent aIllIIlonia - N concentration(gm-3)

Effluent nitrite - N concentration(gm-3)

Effluent nitrate- N concentration(gm-3)

Effluent pH value

MLSS concentration(gm-3)
-3RASS concentration(gm )

Sludge volume index (mIg-I) [10-6m3g-l]

185

294

551

40

7.45

25

31

34

14

111

14

2.8

23

7.55

3145

5633

92

43

93

107

5.6

0.18

9.5

18.7

16.1

5.5

31

8.3

1.8

10.8

0.16

479

922

32

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22
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o The influent and effluent analysesfor quality refer to

the analysisof 24 bulked once-hourly samplesdrawn from

points A and B respectively in Figure 1; the sample value

for any given day denotesthose 24 bulked samplescollected

from 08.00 hr. on that day until 07.00 hr. the following

day.

o All flow measurementsare measurementsintegratedfor the

period 00.00 hr. to 24.00 hr.

o The MLSS, RASS, and sludge volume index (SVI) values are

obtainedfrom laboratory analysisof single daily grab

samples; the RASS sample is drawn from the clarifier under-

flow stream.

o All measurementsof compound nitrogen forms refer to the

concentrationof N in the bound form.

o The missing observationsfor days t 105 ｾ t 108 (April 15-18,

1976) reflect the timing of the EasterPublic holidays.

The computedvariablesof Table 2 are defined as follows:

o Sludge recycle ratio = (Recycle activatedsludge flow-

rate)/(Influent settled sewage flow-rate).

o Sludge compactionratio in clarifier = (RASS)/(MLSS).

o Sludge loading factor (SLF) =
(Influent sewage flow-rate) x (Influent total BOD)

(Aerator volume) x (MLSS)

o Influent total BOD loading rate = (Influent sewage flow-

rate) x (Influent total BOD)

o Percentagetotal BOD removal =
(Influent total BOD) - (Effluent total BOD)

(Influent total BOD)

o Percentagenitrification =
(Influent ammonia - N) (Effluent ammonia - N)

(Influent ammonia - N)
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A solids balancearound the clarifier according to,

yields:

Solids influent loading to clarifier = (QI + QR) (MLSS)

Solids removal in clarifier underflow = (QR + QW) (RASS)

Apparent "disappearance"of solids in clarifier =

(QI + QR) (MLSS) - (QI - Qw) (Effluent SS) - (QR + Qw) (RASS)

where QI' QR' Qw are respectivelythe flow-rates (in m3 day-1)

of the influent settled sewage, recycle activatedsludge, and

surplus sludge wastage. A final dependentvariable, not indicat-

ed in Table 2, but shown in Figure 26, is

Sludge age = (Aerator Volume) (MLSS)

[(QI - Qw) (Effluent SS) + QW(RASS)]

Inspectionof Figure 26 shows that sludge age averagesbetween

about 7 and 8 days for the given operatingperiod. Since sludge

age is not properly defined when no surplus sludge is wasted, as

for instancefrom day t
103

ｾ t
111

, the statisticsof the computed

time-seriesare not given in Table 2.

Figures 34 ｾ 39 show typical diurnal variations in the set-

tled sewage influent flow-rate and its qualitative characteris-

tics. Notice that the timing of thesemeasurements(June 1977)

does not correspondwith the period covered by the daily sampled

data.

2.2 Salient Operating Incidents

Some of the important featuresof the operationaldata will

be analysedin considerabledetail in Section 3, but perhapswe

can state now that any attempt at understanding(modelling) a
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Table 2. Sample statisticsof variablescomputed from directly
measuredvariables for activatedsludge process.

Variable "Mean
Standard FigureDeviation

Sludge recycle ratio 0.87 0.17 23

Sludge compactionratio in clarifier 1.81 0.26 24

Sludge loading factor ([kg BOD/kg MLSS]/day) 0.235 0.087 25

Influent 5-day, -1 6018 1969 27total BOD loading (kg day )

Percentage5-day total BOD removal (%) 87.7 6.7 28

Percentagenitrification (%) 63.7 21.0 29

Solids influent loading to clarifier -1 1.21 x 105 0.26 30(kg day )

Solids removal in clarifier underflow
x 105-1 1.03 0.26 31(kg day )

Apparent "loss" of solids in clarifier
0.18 x 105-1 0.12 32(kg day )
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processby referenceto such data is extremely difficult. More

often than not progressin scientific understandingresults from

experimentscarried out under closely controlled situations

whereby the variablesof interest can be measuredrather accurate-

ly and in the absenceof significant measurementerror. These

conditions simply do not obtain in the presentcase. A large

portion of the apparentlyrapid fluctuations in the field data

are almost certainly due to a combination of measuredinput dis-

turbances, random processbehaviour, and random measurementerror.

It is the purposeof this section, therefore, to draw attention

to those featuresof the recordeddata which either illustrate

the responseof the systemto more deterministic upsetsand fluc-

tuations or which illustrate the clear control responseof the

plant manager to undesirableprocessbehviour.

operating Incident 1

This concernsthe initial conditions of the activated sludge

unit and its subsequentbehaviour over the first month (January)

of the records. During the Christmas holiday period, i.e., prior

to day to' an underloadedplant condition allowed a high level

of nitrification to become establishedwhich led to subsequent

problems of denitrification - rising sludge in the clarifier.

Thus at the beginning of Januarywe see an increasingand rela-

tively high influent settled sewage flow-rate (Figure 2): this

is a deliberatecontrol response* to the nitrification/denitrifi-

cation situation through which it is hoped that an overloading

of the plant will lead to the suppressionof nitrification. At

the same time the influent BOD (Figure 7) and ammonia - N (Figure

9) are observedto be rising steadily as the raw sewageconditions

revert to their normal, i.e., post-holiday, strength. From day

t 4 ｾ t a a faulty recycle activated sludge pump (see Figure 3)

gives rise to a severereduction in MLSS concentration (Figure 20),

*A peculiarity of the Whitlingham TreatmentWorks - the settled
sewagemay be divided betweentrickling filter and activated
sludge secondarytreatment.
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and a drop in the level of nitrification (Figures 16,18,29).

The reducedrate of solids removal in the clarifier underflow

also leads to an apprent increasein the sludge compaction ratio

in the clarifier (Figure 24). Throughout the whole of January

a desireddissolvedoxygen (DO) concentrationset-point of 3 gm-3

was specified, although in practice diurnal variations of DO in
-3 -3the aeratoreffluent were roughly between 1 gm and 3.5 gm •

Nevertheless,it is possible to observethat the air demand of

the plant demonstratesa clear weekly patternof behaviourduring

January- Figure 5. Towards the end of the month the relatively

high influent flows, which resulted from a combinationof addi-

tional rainfall and the receipt of a larger portion (50%) of the

settled sewageflow, were cut back to a 45%/55% split of the sewage

betweenactivatedsludge/trickling filter units.

Operating Incident 2

-3By day t 39 (February 9th) a DO level of 1 gm could not be

maintainedin the aeratorand the effluent was noted to contain

a high degreeof fine solids (see Figure 12). In fact the ef-

fluent total BOD, carbonaceousBOD, and COD (Figures 13,14,15)

had been rising since about day t 34 • On the other hand, the

processof nitrification, which had slowly re-es'tablisheditself

from mid-Januaryonwards (Figure 29) , had faltered by the beginning

of February. (The unrealistically low level of nitrification on

day t 40 is probably a consequenceof spurious random fluctuations

in the ammonia - N measurements,with a particularly low influent

ammonia - N concentrationbeing in evidence.) It is interesting,

but pure speculation, to suggestthat this loss of nitrification

impairs the settleability propertiesof the biological floc which

in turn gives rise to the eventual loss of solids over the clari-

fier weir. It is further somewhat inconsistentthat the oxygen

demand in the aerator cannot be satisfiedat a time when nitrifi-

cation rates are unusually low. No less confusing are the follow-

ing, in chronological order: the extremely high sludge loading

factor for t 39 (Figure 25) - a possible reason for a high oxygen
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demand; the apparentgain of solids in the clarifier at t 41
(Figure 32); the significant dip in the effluent pH on days t 43
and t

44
(Figure 19); and perhapseven the low influent carbo-

hydrate concentrationsfor t 42 ｾ t
47

(Figure 11) which follow

a period of generally higher carbohydratestrengths. It has been

stated (Olsson, 1975) that carbohydrateconcentrationsand sludge

settleability propertiesare related in the sensethat an excess

of carbohydratesis required for the formation of sticky poly-

saccharideswhich promote good flocculation propertiesof the

sludge. On the point concerningan apparentgain or disappear-

ance of solids in the clarifier more will be said later. It may

well be that the only event which can thus be associatedwith

some determinismto this operating incident is that the reduced

sludge wastagerates of t
46

ｾ t
49

(Figure 4) assist in the gen-

eral recovery of the plant. This includes the achievementof a

higher MLSS level, which had previously been particularly low

at day t 39 (Figure 20).

Operating Incident 3

The third period of significant operationalchangesstarts

with the sudden loss.of virtually complete nitrification between

days t S8 and t S9 (February 28/29), Figures 16,17,29. Yet even

here it is not at all easy to describe the mechanismsgoverning

the reversalof a high nitrification level (about 97% on t S8) to

a low level of some 30% for t 67. For instance, the relatively

large residual effluent nitrite - N concentrationon day t S9
(Figure 17) might suggestthat a high rate of conversion from

ammonia - N was still active while a lower rate of conversion

to nitrate - N had occurred. In contradiction, the effluent

nitrate - N concentration (Figure 18) shows no substantialchange

from t S8 to t S9 but drops significantly between t
S9

and t
60

.

The progressivereduction in nitrification is at any rate completed

This downward trend is matchedby a similar downward

difference betweentotal and carbonaceousBOD's

during t
S3

ｾ t
63

(Figure 33) and by successivedrops in the SVI

values ov€r the period t S3 ｾ t 68 (Figure 22). While none of the

SVI measurementsfor the whole operationalperiod indicate a
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poorly settling sludge, such a temporary improvement in sludge

settleability properties (for t 53 + t 6S) tends to discount the

earlier remark that a fully nitrifying plant gives a well settling

floc. One can say with slightly greaterconfidence,however, that

since the processof nitrification is sensitive to changesin the

operatingenvironment,.the loss of nitrification could well have

been acceleratedby the odd combinationof observedconditions for

for day t
63

• We have on this day, firstly, an inexplicable drop

in the air blower input to the plant (Figure 5), second, a peak

value for the percentageBOD removal (Figure 26), and last,- a

suddenreversal of apparentsolids "disappearance"in the·

clarifier i.e., a net "gain", occasionedby a high withdrawal

rate of solids in the clarifier underflow (Figures 31,32).

It is now appropriateto discusspreciselywhat is meant by

"an apparentloss of solids in the clarifier" - definition of

this term is given above in section 2.1. A net loss of solids

means that on a day-by-daybasis more solids appear to be enter-

ing the clarifier than are leaving it. Conversely, as observed

here, if more solids appear to leave the clarifier than enter it,

we have a net gain of solids. What then is the reason for the

persistentloss of solids in the clarifier, see Figure 32? Two

answersare proposed: one which favours an explanationbasedon

the nature of the MLSS and RASS measurements;and one which

favours a certain hypothesisabout the biochemical mechanismsof

substrateremoval in the activatedsludge process.

o The measurementprocess- Supposethat as a result of

normal and natural diurnal oscillations the maximum and

minimum values of suspendedsolids (as MLSS or RASS) occur

at different times for different spatial locations in

the aerator/clarifier/recyclesludge circuit. Hence, if

the grab samplesfor 11LSS and RASS are taken simultaneously,

but clearly at different locations in the circuit, they

will reflect different phasesof their respectivediurnal

oscillations. It may occur thus that our measurements

here show ULSS at or near its maximum daily value, whereas

the RASS observationsrelate to a median point in their
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diurnal cycle. Such a situation would "explain" the

apparentlypersistentloss of solids in the clarifier;

but it forces the less plausible suppostionthat on day

t
63

, and likewise on days t
97

ｾ t 100 and t 113 ｾ t 115,

grab sampleswere taken at a quite different time of day.

o The biochemicaL process - Busby and Andrews (1975) propose

a model of sUbstrate/micro-organisminteraction in the

activated sludge processwhich includes a mechanismfor

rapid initial captureand entrainmentof soluble and sus-

pendedsubstrateby the activated sludge floc upon contact

with the incoming settled sewage. Subsequentstabilisation

of the floc occurs during a second and later reaction of

substratebreakdown by micro-organismmetabolism. Suppose

now that substratecapture is dominant in the aeratorwhile

substratemetabolismis dominant in the clarifier. This

would satisfy the persistentloss of solids from the clari-

fier provided a significant fraction of metabolisedfloc-

substrateis converted to soluble metabolic end-products.

For day t 63 one must then argue that the lack of aeration

leaves the floc in a state unfavourablefor the processof

substratemetabolism, or that the floc passesrelatively

quickly through the clarifier with relatively little time

for these reactionsto take place. This is not necessarily

inconsistentwith a high percentageof BOD removal, which

should reflect the ability for substratecaptureas opposed

to substratemetabolism, yet nor is it a hypothesisthat

can be substantiatedin any way.

It may be concluded that each arqument ｬ ･ ｡ ｶ ｾ ｳ much to be desired,

although for all its other .random manifestationswe might favour

the reasoningof the measurementprocess. In spite of this it

is still a modeller'sprofessionto searchfor coincidences;and

the coincidenceof circumstanceson day t
63

seemsmore than just

a combinationof random events.
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Operating Incident 4

This last incident involves a complex sequenceof observa-

tions which divides roughly into two phasesof development. The

first phaseconcernsevents up to the Easterholiday, days ｴ Ｑ Ｐ Ｕ ｾ

t
108

; the second phase follows events from the end of the holi-

day period until the end of the complete observationperiod.

On day t g5 (April 5) the DO content of the effluent is ob-

served to be persistentlyless than 1.0 gm-3, despite the fact

that for some considerablelength of prior operation the air

blowers had been working at their maximum capacity. In addition

the MLSS conditions had been steadily falling from a peak value

at day t
85

(Figure 20). A first (control) responseto the

situation on day t g5 is the reduction of surplus sludge wastage

rate (Figure 4). From t g5 onwards both the effluent SS and COD

(Figures 12 and 15) - though significantly not the effluent total

BOD - begin to increase; two peak values are reachedat t gg and

t 101 thus indicating a considerableloss of solids over the clari-

fier weir on these days. No doubt this stateof affairs is not

improved by the abnormally high influent suspendedsolids concen-

trations (Figure 6) for t 101 and then t
103

• The increasingsludge

compactionratio between t g6 and t gg (Figure 24) is probably partly

a consequenceof a reducedhydraulic loading of the clarifier

which results from the second (control) responseto the continuing

deteriorationin processbehaviour: on day t g8 the settled sew-

age influent flow-rate was restricted (Figure 2). This action

itself precipitatesa poor quality finely dispersedsludge since

the floc is being physically broken apart by the excessiveagita-

tion of the diffused-air aerationsystem- comparewith the earlier

remarks on effluent SS values for t gg and t
101

• By t 101 the set-

tled sewage influent flow-rate has fallen to a minimum level

(Figure 2); and by t 103 the continuing loss of solids over the

clarifier weir has led to the sludge wastagerate being reduced

to zero (Figure 4). Further points to notice, where these ob-

servationsmay have some bearing on the subsequenteventsof phase

two of this operating incident (below), concern the following:
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another occurrenceof apparentsolids gain in the clarifier

(Figure 32)* over the period t 97 ｾ t 100; the particularly low

RASS and SVI levels for t 102 ｾ t 105 (Figures 21 and 22) - this

latter (SVI) seems to contradictwhat one would expect from the

ｾ ･ ｶ ｡ ｩ ｬ ｩ ｮ ｧ ､ ｩ ｳ ｰ ･ ｲ ｳ ･ ､ floc condition; and the transientdrop in the

influent ammonia - N concentrationas the Easter holiday is ap-

proached, t 103 and t 104 (Figure 9).

During the days immediately after the Easterholiday, ｴ Ｑ Ｐ Ｙ ｾ

t
111

(April 19-21), plant operationappearssatisfactorywith

low effluent SS, total BOD, and ammonia - N conditions (Figures

12,13,16). The relaxation of the constraintsimposed by phase

one of the operating incident (above), including a step change

from 0.75 to 1.0 in the recycle ratio on days t 105 and t 106
(Figure 23), is such that by t109/t110 the unit is again receiving

normal influent sewage loadings (Figure 2). At this point, t 111/

t 112, perhapsbecauseit is sensitive to ohanges in the levels

of the processoperatingenvironment, nitrification is suddenly

lost once again and not recoveredbefore the end of the recorded

period (Figures 16,18,29). Within a day or so of the loss of

nitrification, t 113, a suspectedspillage of toxic material into

the receiving sewer network was reported. There is, however,

very little evidence in these records which would substantiate

the occurrenceof the spillage. Towards the end of April (t120)

ｾｾｓｓ has returned to a high level (Figure 20); yet throughout

this final period DO conditions were noted to be unsatisfactory

and during t 95 ｾ t 112 the biological floc was also observedto

be in a poor statewith no ciliates present.

General

For the generalstatusof the activated sludge plant and its

influent disturbanceswe might comment upon the following. Unlike

most other propertiesthe ammonia - N strengthof the influent

*For once here the solids removal rate in the clarifier overflow
is significant - usually it is about two orders of magnitude
smaller than the inflow and underflow loading rates.
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settledsewageshows a fairly constant, time-invariant behaviour

(Figure 9). On the other hand, the influent flow-rate exhibits

discernibleweekly fluctuations (Figure 2), and when the recycle

ratio is held constant (Figure 23), the recycle activatedsludge

flow-rate also accordingly has weekly patternsof variation

(Figure 3). In fact, thesewinter months of 1976 representsome-

thing of an experimentalperiod of commissioningthe plant in

which the plant managerwas assessingalternativestrategiesfor

recycle control. As a hint of the hierarchy of control manoeuvres

(see also Section 5) notice that almost daily decisionson surplus

sludge wastagerate are made (Figure 4), whereasmanipulationof

the recycle rate is far less frequent (Figures 3 and 23). Since

this was a time of commissioning, it is unfair to remark that the

plant never attaineda stable, satisfactoryoperatingstate: the

gradual increasein aerationrate and the long period of maximum

aerationwith yet low DO levels are indicative of the problems

(Figure 5). Some of these problems undoubtedly relate to the

gain and loss of nitrification and its side-effects. For a plant

such as Norwich, where no dischargeconstraintattachesto the

effluent ｡ ｲ ｮ ｭ ｯ ｮ ｾ ｡ - N concentration,nitrification is not always

a bonus. Nevertheless,the processof nitrification provides us

with the more conclusive - probably one should say less inconclu-

sive - aspectsof the modelling results to be discussedin the

next section.

3. SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION: MODELLING THE NITRIFICATION PROCESS

One reasonwhy models for the nitrification of waste mater-

ials are somewhateasier to verify than models for corresponding

carbonaceousBOD removal and SS removal is that for this substrate/

micro-organisminteraction processa fairly specific substrate

and fairly specific group of organismscan be identified. In

other words the biochemical model of Monod (1949) for the growth

kinetics of a micro-organismspeciesis a closer approximation

to reality for nitrification than it is, say, as a descriptionof

BOD/(viable cell fraction) MLSS interaction. At any rate, in
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practice this would appear to be true for since the work of

Downing et al. (1963), the verification of nitrification models

has provided more clear-Gut successesthan any equivalentstudies

of BOD and SS removal in an activatedsludge unit. Our present

study is no exception to the rule. It can be concludedthat the

identification and verification of a dynamic model for nitrifica-

tion is a qualified success:any similar attemptsat modelling

other processesof waste removal are unqualified failures. The

nitrification modelling results will be the subject of a consid-

erably more detailed future report. Thus the presentationhere

is intentionally brief, although it is pertinent to discussfirst

some of the principal elementsof modelling, modelling techniques,

and the current problems of describing biochemical processbehav-

iour.

3.1 Observationof Biochemical ProcessKinetics

It has already been mentionedat the beginning of section 2

that the quality of field data bears a direct relationship to

the expectedquality of the modelling results. This is a general

statementwhich applies to any systemor processthat one chooses

to model. However, in the case of modelling biochemical process

behaviour the problem of poor quality field data is exacerbated

by the additional problem of relating that which can be measured

to the essentialnature of the processbiochemistry. Both problems

can be discussedwith the aid of Figure 40.

To give a more immediate appreciationof this schematicdia-

gram let us supposethe following, that:

(i) The group of variablesdenotedby ｾ Ｌ measuredinput

disturbances, comprise the recordedvariations in in-

fluent total BOD, SS, ammonia - N concentrationsand so

forth.

(ii) The group of variables denotedby i, unmeasured(unknown)

input disturbances,might include such items as random

variations in the concentrationof dispersedbacteria,
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or sudden impulsive loads of toxic materials entering

the aeratorvia the settled sewage flow. Other unde-

tecteddisturbances,which in conceptcan be equated

with input disturbances,may arise from the process

environment, for instance, random fluctuations in the

mixing regime of the aerator liquors.

(iii)

(iv)

The process state ｶ ｡ ｲ ｩ ｡ ｢ ｚ ･ ｳ ｾ both x and x , are quan---m -u
tities that characterisethe essentialpropertiesand

behaviourof a process. There are two types of state

variable: those that can be measured (easily), x ,
--m

such as aeratorMLSS, BOD, and sludge blanket level

in the clarifier, etc.; and those that are extremely

awkward, if not impossible, to measure,x , as for-u
example, aerator nitrosomonasconcentration,or the

concentrationof inert, non-degradablematter attached

to the biological floc.

The group of variablesdenotedby ｾ are termed measured

output variabZes. In fact, usually these variables

simply representmeasurementsof the (measurable)state

variables, 3m' and thus the labels state and output

are more or less interchangeable. However, in order

to emphasisethe notion of an output responseof the

processto an input disturbance,we can visualise the

clarified effluent nitrate - N concentrationand pH

value as typical output variables.

(v) This last group of variables, ｾ Ｌ representthe respec-

tive (random and systematic) measurement･ ｲ ｲ ｯ ｲ ｳ ｾ orig-

inating from the processinstrumentationand laboratory

analysis, which are inherent in all measurementsｾ and

which thereby preclude the possibility of z being an

absolutelyexact measureof x .
--m

All the above five groups of variables, then, are assumedto vary

with time for a dynamic model of the activatedsludge unit.
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Now let us describethe reason for the three block represen-

tation of the systembehaviour in Figure 40. Starting with BZock

1, we have the fundamentalmicrobiology and biochemistryof waste

substrateremoval by micro-organismmetabolism. At this level

a high degreeof literally microscopic detail would be required

to characterise(model) the complete microbiology and ecology of

an activatedsludge floc. And in many ways - to be noted later

in Sections 4 and 5 - the structureof relationshipsand the

dominant speciesof this microbiological system, though micro-

scopic in detail, can have macroscopicconsequencesin terms of

choosingaeration rates, of avoiding sludge settling problems,

and so on. It must be admitted that an "accurate" model of the

processbiochemistry, with all the intricate interdependences

between, say, sludge bacteria, anaerobic/aerobicfilamentous

bacteria, free swimming and attachedciliated protozoa, would

be both large and unwieldy as well as probably unjustified in

many applications. The argumentssupporting this lack of justi-

fication follow shortly.

For BZock 2 the more macroscopic featuresof the process

state dynamics, such as variations in the mixed liquor pH and

temperature,will influence what happensat the microscopic bio-

chemical level. Reciprocally, the synthesis,respiration, decay,

and grazing activities of the biological community (in Block 1)

can be translatedinto changesof the aeratoreffluent total

BOD, and into variations in the quantity and quality of the MLSS

(in Block 2). In general, however, most of the microscopic detail

of Block 1 falls under the categoryof variableswhich are not

easily measured,x , and hence this fine detail is "lost", as-u
it were, to the processenvironment (Block 3). The relatively

small number of variableswhich may be measured,x , amount to
-in

the more macroscopic,crude measurementsof quantitiessuch as

BOD, RASS, and ammonia - N concentrations.

Block 3 representsin part the systemenvironment, from which

all manner of unobserveddisturbancesand unpredictablemechanisms

of behaviour (f) will interact with the more deterministic features
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of the phenomenaaccountedfor in Blocks 1 and 2. Block 3 also

representsthe instrumentationand analytical procedures,from

which arise unavoidablecomponentsof measurementerror Ｈ ｾ Ｉ Ｎ

Thus Block 3 is intended to introduce elementsof uncertainty

into the picture of a system'sbehaviour, and these in turn fur-

ther obscurethe view of the central basis of the system, namely

its biochemistryand microbiology.

So finally, what does the systemsanalyst, or modeller,

really see of the processdynamics? He seesvery little indeed:

only the observedvariations in some of the inputs, d, and some

of the outputs ｾ Ｌ which means that in effect a quite inadequate

foundation is available for verifying a highly complex model of

a processsuch as activated sludge.

3.2 Some Preliminarieson Modelling Methods

A widely used procedurefor testing mathematicalmodels is

the method of "trial and error" deterministicsimulation depicted

in Figure 41(a). That is to say, starting with some initial choice

of model, this model, or a subsequentmodification thereof, is

run repeatedlythrough the time-seriesof field data. The measure-

ments of d are substitutedinto the model, the model predictions

are comparedwith the observationsｾ and, if there are large er-

rors betweenpredictedand observedbehaviour, the model may be

adjusted (betweeneach run) either in the manner of alterations

to parameter (coefficient) values or of alterationsto the form

of the model equations. The essenceof this method is that it

is informal, although that is not to suggestthat it is there-

fore not a valid approach, and the method tends to rely on nature

being deterministic to all intents and purposes.

Clearly such an approachdoes not deal explicitly with the

inevitable uncertainty in a system'sbehaviour - an uncertainty

which has already been noted with respectto Figure 40. A more

formal method of model assessment,in particular the method used

to obtain the results of section 3.3, is illustrated in Figure 41 (b).

The similarities betweenFigures 40 and 41(b), and at the same time
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the principal differencesbetweenFigure 41 (b) and Figure 41 (a), are

as follows. For Figure 41 (b) the block labelled "reality", for want of

a better word, is acknowledgedto be subject to random disturbances,

ｾ Ｌ while the output measurements,ｾ Ｌ are seen to be corruptedwith

measurement･ ｲ ｲ ｯ ｲ Ｌ ｾ Ｎ These additions have their counterpartsin

the modelling procedureby the incorporationof a formal estimation

algorithm, whose operation is partly determinedby some quantifica-

tion of the uncertainty related to ｾ Ｌ and ｾ Ｌ and of the uncertainty

in the model as a true representationof reality. From this specific

set of algorithms, called an ExtendedKalman Filter (EKF), it is

possible to obtain estimatesof the measuredgroup of statevari-

ables, x , the inaccessible(i.e. not measurable)statevariables,
-;n

ｾ ｵ Ｇ and the set of parameters,such as growth-rateconstants, ｾ Ｌ

which appear in the model. All of these estimatescan be used in

some fashion to modify or update an inadequatemodel and to check

that the final form of the model is reasonablyadequatein the judge-

ment of the analyst.

The details of the EKF need concern us no further. But the

information provided by the filter, however, is important both for

an appreciationof the modelling results of Section 3.3 and for

an appreciationof how the filter might be usefully applied in

other contexts, see Section 6. The name of the algorithm, more-

over, servesto give an intuitive feeling for what it is trying to

achieve in a mathematicalsense. The filter behavesso as to elim-

inate, or filter out, the random "noise" effects of the ｾ Ｌ and n

variables, and hence to determinea statistically "best" estimate,

x and x , of the true state of the process, x and x. (And since
-;n -u -m -u
z is never an exact measureof x , we can never be certain of the

-;n

correct values for the x variables.) From the available inform--m
ation, i.e., the measurements£ and ｾ Ｌ the filter attempts, there-

fore, to reconstructthe information about ｾ and ｾ Ｎ

3.3 Verification of a Model for Nitrification

The model to be verified is a straightforwardapplication of a

dynamic model for nitrification presentedearlier by Poduskaand
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Andrews (1975). For the purposesof a very brief description, the

model can be decomposedinto two basic conceptualsections: its

assumptionsabout the processbiochemical reactions in the aerator;

and its idealisationof the hydraulic regimes of the aeratorand

clarifier. These two componentsare presentedrespectivelyin

Figures 42(a) and 42(b). The major assumptionsof the model are

that:

o All biochemical reactionstake place in the aerator.

o The speciesnitrosomonasand nitrobacter grow according

to a Monod growth function; these speciesmediate re-

spectively the rate of conversionof ammonia - N to

nitrite - N and the rate of conversionof nitrite N into

nitrate - N.

o There is no internal generationof ammonia - N from

organically bound nitrogen by heterotrophicbacteria.

o The rate of nitrification is essentiallyindependentof

ambient dissolvedoxygen and temperatureconditions.*

The model consists, therefore, of five ordinary differential equa-

tions derived from the five componentmass balancesfor ammonia

N, nitrite - N, nitrate - N, ｮ ｩ ｴ ｲ ｯ ｳ ｯ ｭ ｯ ｮ ｡ ｳ ｾ and nitrobacter:

[

Rate of changeOfl [Rate of inflOW] [Rate of outfloj [<prOduction - ]
｣ｯｭｰｾｮ･ｮＷ concen- = of component - of component + Consumption.of
ｴ ｲ ｡ ｴ ｾ ｯ ｮ ｾ ｮ aerator to aerator from aerator components ｾ ｮ

aerator)

Although not marked in Figure 42(a), all componentspass to the

clarifier in the aeratoreffluent stream, and all componentsare

returned to the aeratorwith the recycle activatedsludge stream.

Only the componentof ammonia - N is assumedto enter the aerator

with the settled sewage influent. It is necessaryto make certain

quite severeassumptionsabout the settling and hydraulic properties

*Unforturrately, no data could be obtained for either averagedaily
temperatureor DO levels for the given observedperiod.
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of the clarifier in order to be able to calculate the concentra-

tions of nitrosomonasand nitrobacter in the recycle sludge stream.

Thus let us turn to Figure 42(b). Here the completely mixed

CSTR (Continuously Stirred Tank Reactor) idealisation implies that

all componentconcentrationsin the aeratorare identical with the

same componentconcentrationsin the aeratoreffluent. We know,

however, that in practice the true mixing behaviour of the aera-

tor lies somewherebetweena CSTR and a plug-flow reactor. The

clarifier (hydraulic) model makes the assumptionthat for ammonia

N, nitrite - N, and nitrate - N, the respectivesubstanceconcen-

trations in the aeratoreffluent, clarified overflow effluent, and

clarifier underflow are all equal. For the nitrifying organisms

a fraction p of the aeratoreffluent concentrationis withdrawn

in the clarifier underflow and the remaining fraction (1 - p)

leaves the clarifier through the overflow effluent stream; p is

defined as a coefficient of solids/liquid separationefficiency.

If we denote the recycle sludge concentrationof nitrosomonasby

x RNS and its concentrationin the aeratoreffluent by xANS ' it is

possible to illustrate how this model of the clarifier relates to

the notion of a sludge compactionratio. Hence, a mass balance

across the clarifier yields:

Inflow Overflow Underflow

which after rearrangementgives:

[QR + PQI + (1 - p)Qw]

(QR + Qw)
XANS

where the expression{ •.•• } is equivalent to a compaction ratio.

Note that becauseall flow-rates are varying from one day to the

next, the simulated compactionratio of this expressionis not

constant just as neither is the (observed) computed compaction
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ratio of Figure 24. In fact, from the modelling results it turns

out that with p estimatedto be 0.88, i.e., an estimatedefficien-

cy of 88% separationfor the clarifier, the above expressionwould

give an averageestimatedcompaction ratio of 1.98. This figure

of 1.98 compareswith an averageobservedvalue for the compaction

ratio of 1.81 (Table 2). There is a possible explanationof this

discrepancywhich refers back to the previous discussionof Sec-

tion 2.2. The model of the clarifier, as given above, assumesa

perfect balanceof solids acrossthe clarifier. In contrast,

however, it is observedthat this rarely happensaccording to our

recordeddata (Figure 32): on average (see Table 2) about 10%

fewer solids leave the clarifier each day than enter it. The

difference in the two compaction ratio figures also suggestsa

discrepancyof 10% fewer solids leaving the clarifier in practice

than in the model. Doubtless this is an oversimplified argument,

since the model of the clarifier is, as are most other such models,

a considerablesimplification of extremely complex processbehav-

iour (comparewith our recommendationsand conclusionsin Section

1).

Figure 43 shows the observedand estimatedvariations for the

five components (state variables) of the model, where the observa-

tions Ｈ ｾ Ｉ are taken to be the conditions of the clarifier effluent

analysis. Inspectionof the reconstructeddynamic behaviourof

the unmeasuredstate variables (x ) representingthe aeratorcon--u
centrationsof nitrosomonasand nitrobacter indicates that there

are approximately three distinct phasesof interest, namely peri-

ods t 4 ｾ t 33 , t 36 ｾ t S8 ' and t 6S ｾ t
111

. But before discussing

thesevariations it is important to realise that the fact that

the model estimatesfor x generally follow the course of the ob-
--m

servationsｾ in Figures 43(a), (b), (c) is deceptive. The apparent-

ly good fit of the model to the data is indeed only an appearance.

The deception is bound up with the way in which the Extended Kalman

Filter estimationalgorithms have been applied to the model and

field data. Recalling Figure 41 (b) notice that the model estimates

in Figure 43, i.e., x , are basedupon a knowledge of the measure-
--m

ments d and the measurementsz. The net effect of combining the
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model and field data in such a manner is, on the whole, one of

repeatedlycorrecting the raw model prediction* closer to the

actual observation. We shall return to this point again in Sec-

tion 6; more detailedattentionwill also be given to the subject

in the complete accountof these results - to be prepared. For

the present, suffice it to say that the results of Figures 43(a}',

(b) , (c) are but a meagre reward to the considerableamount of

effort invested in the modelling exercise. The nature of the

field data, the requirementof the model for reconstructedesti-

mates of the nitrifying bacteria (xu), and other adversemathe-

matical propertiesof the model, all contribute to the difficulty

of the exercise. Note, however, that over the period of missing

observationsfor ｾ Ｌ t 69 ｾ tao' where the model estimatesare equi-

valent to the raw model predictionsobtained in the manner of

Figure 40, the model gives a respectableperformanceof prediction

forward to the next observationsat t S1 .

With respectto Figure 43 recall that in section 2.2 (Operat-

ing incident 1) we have already commentedupon the loss of nitri-

fication on day t 4 due to a faulty recycle sludge pump. In Figures

43(d) and 43(e) it can be seen that between t 4 and t 33 both groups

of nitrifying organismsare able to recover from this upset; their

population concentrationsincreaseat almost exactly identical

rates. For the same period ｆ ｩ ｧ ｾ ｲ ･ 43(b) shows the model to be

estimatinga consistentlyhigher level of aeratoreffluent nitrite

- N concentrationthan was actually observed. If ｡ ｮ ｹ ｴ ｨ ｩ ｮ ｧ ｾ this

suggeststhat the model's estimatedrate of production of nitrite

- N is here relatively too high in comparisonwith the correspond-

ing estimatedrate of consumptionof nitrite - N.

At about t 34 the processof re-establishingnitrification is

temporarily halted with an accompanyingdrop in the levels of nitpo-

somonasand nitpobactep (Figures 43(d) and 43(e». It is possible

to associatethis event with the increasingloss of solids in the

clarifier overflow from t 34 onwards - see Section 2.2 (Operating

Incident 2); a situation which, though only a minor change in the

*i.e., the prediction from the model fed to the estimationalgo-
rithm in Figure 41.
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operatingenvironment, is sufficient to reduce significantly the

ability to maintain nitrification. Both the observedand com-

puted rise in nitrite - N concentrationat this time indicates

that the rate of nitrite - N conversion to nitrate - N has dropped

more rapidly than the ammonia - N to nitrite - N conversionrate.

In fact, for the following twenty days or so, t 36 4 t ss' the un-

steadyrecovery of the nitrosomonaspopulation is rather faster

than that of the nitrobacter population - compare the "slopes"

of Figures 43(d} and 43(e} between t 36 and t SS. The residual

nitrite - N also remains at a substantiallyhigher value during

this period, Figure 43(b}.

Whereasthe rise of the nitrosomonasconcentrationis faster,

its subsequentfall over t
S9

4 t 6S is equally more precipitate

than the reduction in the level of the nitrobacter population.

No satisfactoryargument for a mechanismgoverning this sudden

decline in nitrification can be deduced, see also Section 2.2

(Operating Incident 3). Nevertheless,once again the nitrifying

organismsslowly re-establishthemselvesfrom t
6S

onwards to t 111 •

The nitrobacter generally appearless sensitive to oscillatory

behaviour than do the nitrosomonasbacteria: the growth of nitro-

bacter is more steadily maintainedand possibly even slightly

faster than the growth-rate of nitrosomonas. By t 112, however,

conditions are changing such that at the end of the experimental

period both 'speciesof organism have been reducedto very low

concentrationsand nitrification has more or less ceased. Here

too we are again left with no clear insight into why there should

be such a quick reversalof the activated sludge unit's capacity

for nitrification.

Thus, in general one may conclude that the model, while it is

partially substantiatedby the observedbehaviour, ｾ ｯ ･ ｳ not con-

tain a realistic descriptionof the sudden lossesof nitrification

that can occur in practice. The processof nitrification seems

overall to be highly sensitive to the way in which the unit is

being operated.
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4. AN ACTIVATED SLUDGE PROCESS SIMULATION MODEL

The "ideal project" specificationof Section 1 for process

modelling and control system synthesiswould now require an ap-

proximately ｶ ･ ｾ ｩ ｦ ｩ ･ ､ simulation model to be available for the

evaluationof design control schemes. As we have seenwith the

precedingsection, however, model verification proves to be a

largely unattainablegoal since the field data do not permit any

reasonablecomparisonof models for carbonaceousBOD and SS sub-

strate removal. The dynamic model for nitrification from Section

3.3 must, therefore, be combined in this instancewith a theoret-

ical, i.e., essentiallynot verified, model for carbonaceoussub-

strate removal, where the details of this latter are mostly drawn

from the literature (Curds, 1973; Busby and Andrews, 1975; Olsson,

1975). The main purposeof this intermediatesection is a brief

discussionof the qualitative featuresof the activatedsludge

simulation model - a more complete treatmentis to be given in

an additional report. An appreciationof the model is relevant

only in so much as it conveys an understandingof how various

"cause/effect"relationshipsare simulated and hence how the con-

trol rules of Section 5 are designedto manipulate "causes" in

order to avoid, or recover from, undesirable"effects".

4.1 ProcessBiochemistry for the Aerator

All biochemical and microbiological activity is assumedto

take place in the aeratorportion of the activated sludge unit

according to the schematicdiagram of Figure 44. The overall

microbiological model brings together, as it were, three sub-

models:

o part (i) - removal of soluble and suspendedcarbonaceous

substrateby heterotrophicsludge bacteria;

o part (ii) - nitrification and the nitrifying bacteria

(see also Section 3.3);

o part (iii) - a prey-predatorsystemof dispersedbacteria

and attached/free-swimmingprotozoa.
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Part (i) of the model forms the basic characterisationof BOD/MLSS

interaction and it is this submodelwhich often suffices as a

complete descriptionof the processin other investigations. A

principal modification included in part (i) is the conceptual

decompositionof the sludge mass into "stored", "active", and

"inert" fractions; this is due to Busby and Andrews (1975). The

hypothesisof a rapid initial uptake of substrateby the biologi-

cal floc originates from this conceptualdecomposition- compare

with Section 2.2 (Operating Incident 3). The quickly captured

substrateis maintained in the stored mass phase; the active mass

metabolisesthe stored mass (not the substrate)-and finally the

active mass decaysnaturally to an inert phase, where this inert

phasealso includes inorganic and non-biodegradableorganic sus-

pendedmatter. There is provision in the model for the return of

some inert mass to a substrateform.

Part (ii) of the model is virtually independentof part (i)

at this microbiological level, although as recognisedin Figure

44 it is quite possible that some ammonia - N is taken up and

releasedin the metabolismcf the heterotrophicsludge bacteria.

Furthermore,there may be production of nitrate - N in this same

carbonaceousoxidation process. However, all theseminor links

betweenparts (i) and (ii) are assumedto be neg1ibib1e in the

current application of the model. Hence the major interaction

betweennitrification and BOD/SS removal derives indirectly from

the effects of nitrification/denitrification on the loss of solids

from the system- see below in Section 4.2.

The relationshipbetween the sludge bacteriasubsystem,

part (i), and the dispersedsewagebacteriasubsystem,part (ii),

are in contrastmost important. The structureof part (iii)'s

prey-predatormodel is basedupon the work of Curds (1973); the

purposeof its inclusion is for the simulation of a bulking sludge

condition. Unlike the other organismsaccountedfor in Figure 44

the dispersedsewagebacteriaand the free-swimming form of proto-

zoa predatorare assumednot to flocculate (settle) and therefore

are not compactedin the secondaryclarifier. The dispersed
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bacteria, when present in too high a number, are assumedto be

responsiblefor the inability of the sludge to settle. They are

thus interpretedas fulfilling the role of filamentous bacteria

as discussedin Section 5. Notice that the possible connection

betweenparts (ii) and (iii) of the model, namely predationof

the nitrifying bacteriaby the protozoa (Lijklema, 1973), is

assumedto be insignificant.

A further property of the simulation model, which is implicit

in Figure 44, is that of the aeratordissolvedoxygen (DO) balance,

here defined as a function of the following source and sink terms:

o rate of addition of DO from the air blowers,

o rate of removal of DO in aeratoreffluent stream,

o rate of DO consumption in stored substrateto active

mass metabolism,

o rate of DO consumptionby respirationof the active mass,

o respectiverates of DO uptake by ammonia - N to nitrite -

N conversionand by nitrite - N to nitrate N conversion.

The effects of variations in aeratorDO levels are primarily those

of the preferential enhancementof dispersedbacteriaand nitrifier

growth-ratesover the growth-rateof sludge bacteriaat higher

concentrationsof DO. The model thereby simulatesthe observed

tendency (at Norwich) for aerobic filamentous bacteria to prosper

under conditions of over-aeration. It is assumedfor the simula-

tion that the available automatic closed-loopcontrol of DO main-

tains the desired DO set-point. Alternatively when the aerator

oxygen demand rises to the maximum air blower capacity, or drops

to the minimum air blower rate required for adequatemixing, the

dissolvedoxygen balancecomputesaccordingly the resultant (non

set-point) DO value. In the event that a conservativetoxic sub-

stanceenters the plant (see also Figure 44) the model will respond

by registeringa rapid drop in air blower input with a subsequent

increasein aeratorDO content above its desired level. The ef-

fects of a toxic substanceare simulatedas increaseddeath-rates
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(as opposedto decreasedgrowth-rates) for the active mass, dis-

persedsewagebacteria,.attachedprotozoa, and nitrifying organisms.

The overall organisationof Figure 44 reflects the earlier

characterisationof processbehaviour given in Figure 40. For

example, we have classified the model into the groups of input

disturbance (cause) variables, d, the,statevariables, x and x ,- -m -u
and the output response(effect) ｶ ｡ ｲ ｩ ｡ ｢ ｬ ･ ｳ Ｌ ｾ Ｎ Notice then, that

the air blower input is placed in a quite separatecategory, ｾ Ｇ

as a control variable. The relationshipsbetween the output vari-

ables z and manipulationof the control variables u will, of

course, be the subject of Section 5.

4.2 Compaction Ratio and Solids Settling in the Clarifier

Despite several attemptsat greatersophistication,dynamic

models of the clarifier settling behaviour remain in a largely

primitive state (see Olsson, 1975). Yet it is in the clarifier

that the quite undesirablesituationsof bulking or rising sludge,

among other factors, determine the important residual suspended

solids (SS) concentrationof the clarified effluent. Our simula-

tion model of the activatedsludge unit probably differs from the

majority of its predecessorsin its descriptionof the clarifer

compaction and clarification functions. The model's inadequacy

as a representationof Ｂ ｲ ･ ｡ ｬ ｩ ｴ ｹ ｾ is also strongly tied to this

section of the simulation; this is regrettablebut, for the time-

being, unavoidable.

In the same manner as before in section 3.3, the behaviour

of the clarifier is assumedto be purely a matter of fluid me-

chanics. Since the aerator is idealisedas a CSTR (compare with

Figure 42(b», each componentof the microbiological model, i.e.,

the state variables in Figure 44, passesinto the clarifier at

the same concentrationas that existing in the aerator. According

to Figure 45 those componentswhich do not settle with the bio-

logical floc, such as the dispersedbacteria, unmetabolisedsub-

strate, and so on (see Figure 44), pass through the clarifier into

the overflow and underflow recycle with no changeof concentration.
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Those componentswhich settle and are compactedwith the biologi-

cal floc are assumedto be withdrawn in the recycle sludge at a

concentrationC times as great as their respectiveconcentrations

in the clarifier mixed liquor influent stream. The ratio C is

denotedby the compaction ratio; it is the determinationof this

factor which is fundamental to the clarifier model's settling and

clarification properties. Although the idea of a compactionratio

is the same as that introducedearlier, the computation involved

here is quite different from the expressiongiven in section 3.3.

The qualitative featuresof the computation for the solids

compactionratio, C, are shown in Figure 46. We see that C is a

function of sludge recycle and surplus sludge wastagerates and

of the clarified effluent suspendedsolids (ESS) concentration.

These two relationshipsexpressrespectivelythe dependenceof

sludge thickening on sludge underflow withdrawal rate and the

intuitive idea that if a greater (lesser) portion of solids is

lost over the clarifier weir then fewer (more) solids are available

for recycling purposes. In turn ESS, which is assumedto determine

in part the effluent total BOD (ETBOD), is describedas a function

of three factors: the influent solids loading to the clari-

fier; a bulking sludge condition; and a rising sludge condition.

The bulking sludge condition is simulated as an occurrencewhich

is precipitatedby the increaseof the dispersed Cor filamentous)

bacteriaconcentrationabove an arbitrarily specified threshold

level. The rising sludge situation is likewise simulated as an

event which dependsupon both a high level of nitrate - N con-

centration in the aeratoreffluent and a long retention time of

the compactedsolids in the clarifier. Thus the clarifier model

is dependentupon the behaviourof the aeratorbiochemistry

through the nitrate - N and dispersedbacteriaconcentrations.

And vice-versathe aeratormodel is dependentupon the clarifier

fluid mechanicsthrough the compactionratio C and the flow-rate

of recycled sludge.

The model describedthus embodiesmost of the qualitative

features required for a simulation againstwhich the control

rules of the next section can be tested.
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5. PROCESS CONTROL RULES

In a controlled processthe function of the controller can

be defined as follows: the controller collects all available

information, i.e., measurementsd and ｾ in Figures 40 and 44, from

the system being controlled and uses this information to manipu-

late some of the systemvariables, u in Figure 44, in order to

bring about some desired processperformance. Usually this de-

sired processperformanceis gauged by the behaviourof the re-

sponsevariables z and their closenessto a set of desiredvalues,

r say. The aim of this section is to discussthe broad objectives

for desirableactivatedsludge processperformanceand to discuss

the formulation of control rules for the manipulationof the con-

trolling variables u.

First, however, it is necessaryto outline some principal

featuresof standardcontrol engineeringin order to see why our

presentapproachis somewhatdifferent from conventionalcontrol

system design procedures.

5.1 ConventionalProcess ｾ ｵ ｄ ｴ ｲ ｯ ｬ Ｚ Some Principal Themes

Figure 47 shows a rearrangementof Figure 4() w 1.th the addition

of two basic elementsof controller design, the feedforward and

the feedbackcontroller principles. The activatedsludge process

depicted in Figure 1 in fact contains cne example each of the

application of the feedforward and feedbhck controllers; these

exampleswill serve to illustrate our arc;ur.lei1t.

The feedforward principle is ｣ ｯ ｮ ｣ ･ ｾ ｮ ･ ､ with cancelling out

the effects on the output variables Ｈ ｾ Ｉ of the measureddistur-

bances of processbehaviour (d). In other words, information

about the disturbanceis relayed to the controller which then

initiates control actions designedto nullify the effects of

these disturbancesbefore they "reach" the outputs. Now consider

the recycle sludge flow-rate control of Figure 1 in the context

of Figure 47, where for the sake of the example the absenceof

the feedbackcontrol loop can be assumed. In this case the mea-

sured disturbancevariable, d, is the settled sewage influent
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ｦ ｬ ｯ ｾ Ｍ ｲ ｡ ｴ ･ and the controlling variable, u, is the recycle sludge

flow-rate. The notion of recycle control as a fixed proportion

(ratio) of the influent flow is one of attempting to attenuate

fluctuations in the substrate/micro-organismratio conditions

of the aerator and thus to dampen, but not altogethercancel,

the variations in the clarified effluent quality. The important

point for understandingthe feedforward control principle is

that the controller utilises measuredinformation about the in-

coming input disturbances.

The feedforward controller principle has, among other draw-

backs, the disadvantagethat it does not utilise a measurement

of the output behaviour Ｈ ｾ Ｉ and therefore cannot take accountof

any inevitable misalignmentbetweendesiredand actual performance

of the process. Such errors betweendesiredand actual output

responses,as detectedby Ｈ ｾ Ｍ r), might arise from those input

disturbances(I) which are not measuredand about which we have

no information. The principle of the feedback controller is thus

one of using information on the processoutput behaviour (z) in

order to attenuate,or suppress,the undesirableeffects of dis-

turbancevariables which are not measured,i.e., I. Recalling

Figure 1 once more we see that the closed-loopautomatic control

of aerator DO levels fulfils the role of a feedbackcontroller -

supposingthat the feedforward controller component is absent in

Figure 47. For example, a number of unforseenand undetectedvar-

iations in the influent substratestrengthor the respirationrate

of the biological floc may affect the aerator DO level (z). The

air blower input (u) is then manipulatedthrough the feedback con-

troller to correct for any tendencyof the actual DO level to be

disturbedaway from its set-point value (r).

It is, of course, quite feasible that one would wish to com-

bine the advantagesof both types of controller. Supposethat it

is possible to feed back on-line measurementsof the aeratorMLSS

concentrationto the controller. In this situation a feedforward/

feedbackcontroller might ｾ ｡ ｮ ｩ ｰ ｵ ｬ ｡ ｴ ･ the recycle sludge flow-rate

(u) according to some balancebetween the controller's knowledge
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of both the incoming disturbances Ｈ ｾ Ｉ ｲ e.g., influent flow-rate,

and the output response (!.), e.g., MLSS concentration. Similarly,

if a rapid measureof the influent settled sewageoxygen demand

were available, a feedforward/feedbackcontroller-basedon the

existing feedbackcontroller of Figure 1 - can be visualised for

manipulationof the air blower input.

Having introduced these two basic principles of control, our

purpose is to examine those attributesof a given systemwhich

make it amenableto control engineeringdesign procedures. This

will lead to the important questionof:

o How relevant are most "conventional" control engineering

design proceduresto a comprehensivecontrol of the

activatedprocess?

The large majority of successfulcontrol engineeringdesign

applicationsdepend upon the following:

o A valid and accuratemodel of processdynamic behaviour.

o The availability of a reliable, robust instrumentation

for the rapid collection of information about actual

processperformance.

o For the caseof mass transfer processes,the capacity

to store flows and substancemasses.

o The ability to specify clear, precise, unambiguousprocess

performanceobjectives.

Let us answer the questionposed above by dealing with each of

thesepoints in turn.

Firstly, from the precedinganalysisof Sections 3.3 and 4

it is doubtful whether we can conclude that we have a valid and

accuratemodel of the activated sludge unit. Thus to take the

mathematicalanalytical propertiesof the model that we do have

a considerablesimplification of a complex process- and to base

the control systemdesign on these propertiesmay lead to a very

inadequatecontroller.
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In the secondplace, while it is true that on-line sensors

for the water and wastewaterindustriesare improving in scope

and accuracy, many of the variables that can now be measured,

e.g., MLSS, COD, relate only to the macroscopiccharacteristics

of activatedsludge behaviour - see Section 3.1 and Figure 40.

And perhapsmore important still, such macroscopicinstrumenta-

tion, since it cannot communicatethe microscopic detail of the

biological community, is not altogethercapableof identifying,

say, a bulking or a rising sludge situation; nor does it elim-

inate the importanceof qualitative observationsof sludge odour

and colour.

The third item - capacity for storage- refers to the imple-

mentationof the control action once thi.s has been determinedby

the controller. The problem can be best illustrated by an oft-

quoted example: in order to suppressmany of the variations in-

duced by large incoming substratefluctuations, equalisation

tanks have been proposed; equivalently, the ｦ ｬ ･ ｸ ｩ ｢ ｩ ｾ ｩ ｴ ｹ of

operationafforded by a large buffer capacity of sludge, as for

example in the ｣ ｬ ｡ ｲ ｩ ｦ ｩ ･ ｾ Ｌ would also seem desirable. In any event,

when the plant has been built, i.e., after the design stage, op-

erational control will always be limited in its effectivenessby

any such shortcomingsof processdesign.

Lastly, the ability to statepreciseobjectiveshas two as-

pects of interest. on the one hand, in contrastto the petro-

chemical industries, it is not natural to specify preciseeffluent

BOD and ammonia - N concentrationswhich the activatedsludge con-

troller must maintain at all times (we shall return to this point

in Section 5.2.2). On the other hand, again in contrastto the

petrochemicalindustries, if clear objectives for the nature of

processoperationare not given, and if tangible economic penalty

functions for bad performancecannot be imposed, then there may

be little incentive to innovate control.

After taking stock of all four points, we can summariseby

saying that conventionalcontrol engineeringprocedureshave, at

least for the present, a qualified relevancein wastewater
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treatmentproblems. As evidencedby the installation of two

control loops on the ｡ ｣ ｴ ｩ ｶ ｾ ｴ ･ ､ sludge plant at Norwich, these

methods can be usefully applied when some, if not all, of the

desirableattributesof the systemobtain in practice. But this

does not necessarilyconstitutea comprehensivecontrol of the

activated sludge process. The applicationswe have cited cer-

tainly assist in the day-to-day running of the plant; yet they

do not resolve all the issuesand decisions that are required to

determine, say, the manipulationof sludge wastagerate, or the

setting of the desired recycle ratio and dissolvedoxygen values

to be maintainedby individual control loops.

Thus a conventionalcontrol analysisof the activatedsludge

processwould not necessarilyencompasssome of the most impor-

tant qualitative observationsand quantitativedecisionsand

actions of plant operationand management. Above all a conven-

tional analysis ignores that particular blend of expertisethat

a plant managercan bring to bear upon controlling what is, in

fact, a very difficult processto control. For the next section,

Section 5.2, we shall att3mpt to addressthe following question

as the key theme of our approachto the control of the activated

sludge process:

o Should automationand control always seek to eliminate

the human element from the control loop?

One point aboutthisquestion deservesspecialmention for it brings

us to the crux of the difference between lI automationll and II control ll
•

Automation is here understoodas the automationof information

retrieval and communicationand the automationof implementing

control actions. Control is interpretedas the use of the infor-

mation retrieved for the determinationof the control actions to

be implemented. In this latter context it is proposedthat the

human element should not be removed. Rather, such valuable em-

pirical experience,as opposedto the analytical propertiesof a

set of mathematicalequations, should be exploited in the design

of a controller for the activatedsludge process.
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5.2 An Alternative Approach to Activated Sludge Control

Since it is not intended to employ the model of Section 4

(and Section 3.3) as a tool in the analytical design of a control-

ler, it may be useful to point out that the model is to be applied

as a simulation for trial and error evaluationof various poten-

tial control rule configurations. These control rule configura-

tions are referred to subsequentlyeither as the controller or

as the control algorithm; the particular set of rules presented

here are, in effect, a first version of the controller.

If it is acceptedthat a plant managerhas considerablepre-

vious experiencein controlling an activatedsludge unit, the

questionmust be answeredas to how such largely qualitative,

sometimesalmost intuitive, understandingcan be utilised in a

formal quantitativecontrol algorithm. For instance, if asked

to formulate a set of operatingrules for activatedsludge con-

trol it seemsnatural to start thinking in terms of statements

like:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

"If MLSS concentrationlow and decreasingthen decrease

sludge wastagerate".

-3"If effluent SS concentrationmuch greater than 30 gm

then increaserecycle ratio by a lot temporarily".

"If effluent total BOD concentrationis high and if

air blower input demand is abnormally low then check

for toxic spillage".

The difficulties of quantifying a "low ULSS concentration"or of

implementing the control action "increaserecycle ratio by aloe'

are immediately recognisable. Nevertheless,if it were possible

to obtain a complete list of such rules, then it might also be

possible to use them as a support service in the day-to-day deci-

sions which have to be made for activatedsludge processcontrol.

What is really required is both a framework for evolving a con-

sensusof opinion on appropriateoperating rules, and a calculus

for manipulation of these rules. The following, then, is a first

attempt at deriving a controller basedon the kinds of qualitative,
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linguistic statementsquoted above. All of the control statements

and definitions reported below are derived from a seriesof dis-

cussionsbetween the first two authorsof this article.

5.2.1 The Concept of Fuzzy Control

The idea of using fuzzy variables as a means of describing

qualitative relationshipsis due to Zadeh (1965), and from this

original idea the notion of fuzzy control has evolved (see, for

example, Tong (1977)). The term fuzzy, arises rather naturally

becauseof the inherent imprecision of a variable with a quantity

"low" or "a lot".

Figure 48 shows that the fuzzy control system synthesispro-

blem can be separatedinto three categories (as labelled in the

diagram):

(1) The translationof (quantitative) operationalmeasure-

ments and forecastsinto a (qualitative) framework

suitable for manipulation by the fuzzy controller.

(2) The derivation of the list of control rules and logic

statements,i.e., the specificationof the controller.

(3) The re-interpretationof (qualitative) decisions into

(quantitative) control actions.

Part (2) of the overall problem ｩ ｭ ｰ ｬ ｩ ･ ｾ in practice a knowledge

of the calculus of fuzzy set operations; however, this is not of

primary concern here. Each subproblemwill thus be dealt with

in turn, but before doing so it is necessaryto return to a dis-

cussionof some basic characteristicsof fuzzy variables.

Fuzzy Vapiables: Supposethat we call MLSS concentration

a fuzzy vapiable. And now, in accordancewith the statement

made earlier, let us considerwhat is meant by the fuzzy set (B)

of values for MLSS concentrationwhich are low, i.e.,

B = {MLSS concentrationlow}
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It is possible to define, see Figure 49, a membership funation

ｾ Ｈ ｂ Ｉ which expressesthe degreeof membershipof any given ｾ ｾ ｓ ｓ

concentrationin the fuzzy set {MLSS concentrationlow}. Hence

for ｾ Ｈ ｂ Ｉ = 1.0 the correspondingMLSS concentrationis clearly

consideredto be low, while for ｾ Ｈ ｂ Ｉ = 0.0 we might say that MLSS

concentrationis quite definitely not low. Where there are values

of ｾ Ｈ ｂ Ｉ between 0 and 1, the associatedrange of MLSS concentrations

might be thought of as not exactly low but somethingapproximating

this condition. Similarly the fuzzy sets A, C, D can be defined

(see also Figure 49) as alternativecharacterisationsof MLSS

concentrations,where A, C, and Dare,

A = {MLSS concentrationvery low}

C = {MLSS concentrationmedium}

D = {MLSS concentrationhigh} .

Notice that certain values of MLSS concentration,e.g., about

2600 gm-3 , are somewhat indeterminatelyplaced with a partial

membershipof more than one fuzzy set; in this case 2600 gm-3

ｲ ｾ ｳ ｳ concentrationwould belong to the set low (B) with a degree

of membership0.9, and it would also belong to the set medium (C)

with a degreeof membership0.4, say.

Problem 1 - Input Information Translation: A number of such

fuzzy sets can be defined for each input fuzzy variable, where

input refers here specifically to information input to the con-

troller - see Figure 48. From the precedingdiscussionof Section

5.1, with referenceto Figure 47, the input information to the con-

troller can be in the form of processinput disturbancemeasure-

ments (d) and output responsemeasurementsＨ ｾ Ｉ Ｎ Alternatively,

with referenceto Figure 41 and Section 3.2, the input information

can be of a type which representsreconstructedestimatesof the

processstatevariables (x , x ) or even forecastsand predictions
ｾ -u

from a mathematicalmodel - see also Section 6.2. But from what-

ever source the information is retrieved, it will still usually be

in the manner of a precise real number and it will require
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transLation into the framelJJork of fuZZY set membershipfunctions.

This could be achieveddirectly by reading off values from the

membershipfunction plots of Figure 49. However, it is more con-

venient, especially for reasonsof computer storage, to assign

certain levels of degreeof membershipto discreterangesof the

fuzzy variable as given in Table 3. If a measurementof MLSS

concentrationof 3460 gm-3 is obtained, for example, then it is

translatedas having 0.6 degreeof membershipof the set C and

0.2 degreeof membershipof the set D. And from this point on-

wards the controller uses not the number 3460 gm-3 but the numbers

ｾ Ｈ ｃ Ｉ = 0.6 and ｾ Ｈ ｄ Ｉ = 0.2 for the characterisationof the current

statusof MLSS concentrationin the activated sludge aerator.

Table 3. Fuzzy set definitions for MLSS concentrations.

MLSS concentration
(gm-3) ,< 1500 1500-2000 2000-2400 2400-2700 2700-3000

Very small, ｾ Ｈ ａ Ｉ 1.0 0.9 0.3 0 0

Small, ｾ Ｈ ｂ Ｉ 0 0.1 1.0 0.9 0

Medium, ｾＨｃＩ 0 0 0 0.6 1.0

Large, ｾ Ｈ ｄ Ｉ 0 0 0 0 0

MLSS concentration
3000-3300 3300-3600 3600-4000 > 4000

(gm-3)

Very small, ll(A) 0 0 0 0

Small, ｾ Ｈ ｂ Ｉ 0 0 0 0

Medium, ll(C) 1.0 0.6 0 0

Large, ll(D) 0 0.2 0.9 1.0
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ｾ ｲ Ｐ ｢ ｬ ･ ｭ ｾ - the ContrQller Specification: The principal

feature of the fuzzy controller is, in our presentcontext, the

list of logical statementsabout desirablecontrol actions as

responsesto, say, undesirableupsets in processperformance.

Merely for the sake of illustration, and in order not to pre-

empt the more detailed discussionof the rules evolved for the

Norwich plant (Section 5.2.2), we might imagine the controller

specificationto be the following set of statements:

(1) "IF" ｻ ｾ ｬ ｌ ｓ ｓ concentrationlow} "AND" "IF" {MLSS con-

centrationdecreasingslowly} "THEN" {DecreaseSWR

by a small amount}.

(2) "IF" {Effluent ammonia - N concentrationhigh} "AND"

"IF" {Effluent SS concentrationnormal} "THEN" {Decrease

SWR by a large amount} "AND" {Increase DOSP by a large

amount}.

(3) "IF" {Effluent SS concentrationhigh} "THEN" {Increase

RRSP by a lot temporarily}.

where the additional abbreviationsused are:

SWR = (surplus) sludge wastagerate

DOSP = dissolvedoxygen concentrationset-point (desired

value)

RRSP = recycle ratio set-point (desiredvalue)

These three rules, togetherwith an available calculus for fuzzy

set operations,permit the computationof a fuzzy control decision,

or action, given the input information on the system's (fuzzy)

operationalstate as above. It is helpful to normalise the con-

troller and its computationalprocessesas a kind of look-up table:

the particular combinationof operationalconditions determines

the entry in the look-up table, and for .each entry there will be

an associatedcombination of control actions.

Problem 3 - Interpretation of the Output Control Action: We

are now in a position to considerProblem 3 of Figure 48. As with
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the controller input variablesso too can the output variablesbe

defined in fuzzy terms. Figure 50 gives example definitions of

four fuzzy sets for the control variable change of sludge wastage

rate (denoted 6SWR). The computationsof the controller algorithms

lead to an output membershipfunction, say Figure 51, which then

has to be interpretedas a unique choice of 6SWR. The point is

that even though the control command "decreaseSWR by a small

amount" might be intuitively comprehensible,it is in fact neces-

t . f .. f 1 5 2 0 or 2.5 m3hr-1sary 0 spec1 y a prec1se1ncrease0 , say • or ｾ

which is related to some pump or valve setting. For the computed

fuzzy control action of Figure 51 it would be reasonableto im-

plement an increaseof 1.5m3hr-1 in SWR. The first reasonfor

this choice is that the output control variable at 1.5 m3hr-1 has

a 1.0 degreeof membershipof the computed fuzzy set. And secondly

those fuzzy input variable conditions which suggesta larger in-

creasein SWR - indicated by the right-hand tail of the membership

function of Figure 51 - are only a weak influence on the choice

of output control action.

Unfortunately, the final control decision is not always so

easy to interpret. In Figure 52 there is'obviously a conflict

betweendecreasingthe SWR by a small amount or increasingit by

a large amount; in addition neither peak in the computedoutput

set has a 1.0 degreeof membership. This raises severalproblems

and not all of these problems have been fully resolvedyet in the

theoreticalaspectsof fuzzy control. There are two questionsof

particular relevance: why is it that such an ambiguousand in-

conclusive output command function can arise; and how should one

implement control under such ambiguity? To answer the first

questionwe may observethat when two or more rules determinea

value for the same control variable there always exists a possi-

bility for in-built conflict in the set of control rules. When

an inconclusivecontrol command is given, it is probable that the

operatingconditions of the plant are at a point in the control

look-up table - recall this analogy from above - where no control

rule has been specified from the previous experienceof the plant
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manager. In answer to the secondquestionwe may note that one

method of interpretationis to take that value of the control

variable which representsthe centre of area point of the output

fuzzy set. For Figure 52 such an approachsuggestsimplementing

no changeof SWR, or somethingnot deviating significantly from

that, which in a senseis consistentwith the conflicting advice

provided by the controller.

5.2.2 Rules and Fuzzy Set Definitions for the Norwich Plant

Three control variablesare available for manipulationat the

Whitlingham (Norwich) TreatmentWorks:

o The rate at which diffused air is supplied to the aerator.

o The rate of recycle sludge flow.

o The rate of surplus sludge wastage.

In our specificationof a fuzzy controller the first two control

variableswill be treated in an implicit fashion becauseof the

following. It is assumedthat the fuzzy controller is concerned

only with determiningvalues for the aerator DO level and recycle

ratio set-points. Thereafterit is further assumedthat the al-

ready existing automatic control loops (Figure 1) will maintain

actual DO concentrationsand recycle ratios at their respective

desiredset-points. Thus insteadof the above three variables,

the three control variableswill be referred to as:

o The aeratordissolvedoxygen set-point (DOSP).

o The recycle ratio set-point (RRSP).

o The rate of surplus sludge wastage (SWR).

A fourth control variable can be manipulatedat Norwich, namely

the influent settled sewage flow (see Section 2.2). However,

since the objective is to derive a rather more general controller,

although the controller will inevitably be substantiallyspecific

to Norwich, the possibility of this fourth control variable is

discounted.
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A summary of some of the most important desirable (and unde-

sirable) operatingperformanceconditions related to each of the

three control variables is given in Table 4.

Our discussionsyieldpd next the "portfolio" of control rule

groups delineatedin Tables 5 ｾ 11 which correspondto the follow-

ing "set-piece"events, incidents, and observations

(1) Control of MLSS concentration (Table 5).

(2) Bulking sludge due to aerobic filamentous bacteria

(Table 6).

(3) Rising sludge due to denitrification in clarifier

(Table 7).

(4) High effluent total BOD concentration (Table 8).

(5) Loss of nitrification (Table 9).

(6) Normal operatingconditions (Table 10).

(7) Qualitative observations(Table 11).

In Tables 5 ｾ 11 those observations/rulescategorisedas (a), (b),

etc., denote essentiallyseparateevents and control reactions.

For completenessthe portfolio of rules also includes diagnostic

information on the plant operatingstatus.

No doubt the readerwill from hereon perceive a seriesof

compromisesmade for the purposesof the study but which succes-

sively remove the problem formulation and solution away from real-

ity. Hopefully these compromisesare not too great; later it

should be possible to lift their restrictions. A first very sig-

nificant compromise is the assumptionthat an effluent total BOD

(or some other measurementof unconvertedsoluble/suspendedsub-

strate) is immediately available for control purposes- more will

be said of this subsequently. Secondly, it is assumedthat loss

of nitrification is detectedby the ammonia - N measurementalone

and in preferenceto any measurementof a nitrogenousBOD such

as might be deducedfrom the difference between total and car-

bonaceousBOD measurements.
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General objectives for individual control variables.

Control Variable

Aerator dissolvedoxygen
set-point (DOSP)

Recycle ratio set-point
(RRSP)

'DesirableObjectives

o Governs the general rate of waste substrate
removal.

o Ideally just sufficient air input is required
as maintains a small residual DO concentration.

o For nitrification slightly higher residual DO
concentrationsare required.

o Note - Higher residual DO concentrationsdemand
--excessiveair input (increasedoperational

costs); they can promote the growth of unde-
sirable filamentous bacteria; they may cause
physical dispersionand breakdownof biolog-
ical floc through excessiveagitation.

o Governs the general rate of waste substrate
removal.

o Governs the balanceof total solids storage
betweenaeratorand clarifier.

o Note (i) - A low recycle sludge may imply the
return of a poor quality sludge which has been
subjectedto a longer anaerobicphase in the
clarifier; this may also promote denitrifica-
tion and problems of rising sludge.

o Note (ii) - A high recycle sludge rate may be
unnecessaryand therefore incurs excessive
plant operationalcosts.

Sludge wastagerate (SWR) 0 Used to maintain desirableMLSS levels.

o Used to achievedesirablesludge loading factor,
1.e., ratio of influent total BOD/MLSS con-
centration.

o Influences both nitrification and general car-
bonaceoussubstrateremoval.

o Note - A daily decision is taken regarding the
ｾ ｲ ｲ ･ ｮ ｴ rate of sludge wastage.
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Table 5. Operating rule group (1) - control of MLSS concentration.

Observation/Event/Objective

(a) MLSS high and increasing 0+-

(b) MLSS low and decreasing 0+-

(c) MLSS low and decreasingrapidly 0+-

RASS high (thick sludge) 0+-

(d)

RASS low (thin sludge)

(e) MLSS decreasingrapidly and
RASS increasingrapidly

Diagnostic/ControlAction

Increasesludge wastagerate

Decreasesludge wastagerate

Set sludge wastagerate to zero

{
Modify SWR chosen from (a) by
small decreasein SWR

{
Modify SWR chosen from (a) by
small increasein SWR

Check for faulty operationof
pumps withdrawing sludge from
clarifier

Abbreviations: MLSS
RASS
SWR

Mixed liquor suspendedsolids
Return activatedsludge suspendedsolids
Surplus sludgewastagerate.
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Operating rule group (2) - bulking sludge due to aerobic
filamentous (dispersed)bacteria.

Observation/Event/Objective

SBL .' ESS < 30 gm-3r1s1ng;

SBL .. ESS > 30 gm-3r1s1ng;

Attempt to lower SBL and check
condition later

SVI measurementhigh: examine
presence/absenceof (aerobic)
filamentous bacteria

Prevent growth of (aerobic)
filamentous bacteria

-

-"

Diagnostic/ControlAction

Increaserecycle sludge rate for
a short period*

Reduce DO set-point in aerator**·

Abbreviations: ESS
SBL
SVI

(Clarified) effluent suspendedsolids
= Sludge blanket level in clarifier

Sludge volume index

*A similar rule. is programmedon the processcomputer at Norwich; it is
activatedby a signal from the sludge blanket level indicator.

**For anaerobicfilamentous bacteria this rule would be reversed.
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Table 7. Operating rule group (3) - rising sludge due to de-
nitrification in the clarifier.

Observation/Event/Objective

SBL rising; ESS < 30 -3gm

ｾ

SBL rising; ESS > 30 -3gm

ｾ

Attempt to lower SBL and check
condition later

Sludge observedto be "gassing"

-

Diagnostic/ControlAction

Increaserecycle sludge rate for
a short period

Preventnitrification in aerator - Increasesludge wastagerate
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Table 8. Operating rule group (4) - high effluent total BOD.

Observation/Event/Objective

. hO hESS< 30 gm-3ETBOD 1S 19;

High ETBOD is not causedby a high
nitrogenousBOD

I

(a) Hydraulic/organicoverloading
of plant

(b) Air blower input demand is
abnormally low; aeratorDO
concentrationrising

Diagnostic/ControlAction

-+ Decreasesludge wastagerate;
possibly increaserecycle
sludge rate.

-+ Check for toxic spillage in
plant

Abbreviations: ETBOD Effluent total BOD.

Table 9. Operating rule group (5) - loss of nitrification.

Observation/Event/Objective

Effluent ammonia - N concentration

is high; ESS < 30 gm-3

Alter plant environment to achieve
full nitrification

Diagnostic/ControlAction

ｾ Decreasesludge wastagerate;
possibly increaseaeratorDO
set-point
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Table 10. Operating rule group (6) - normal operatingconditions.

Observation/Event/Objective

ESS, ETBOD, MLSS, Ammonia - N, and
RASS are within normal desired
ranges

Return all three control variables
to within normal settings if pre-
vious control actions causedthese
variables to be set at extreme
values

Diagnostic/ControlAction

Reduce high SWR (vice-versa)
Reduce high RRSP (vice-versa)
Reduce high DOSP*

*The lowest operatingDO set-point value is assumedto be 0.5 gm-3; this
is also assumedto be the most desirableDO set-point

Table 11. Operating rule group (7) - qualitative observations.

Observation/Event/Objective

(a) Sludge odour (recycle stream)

(b) Sludge colour (recycle stream)

(c) Sludge condition: settleability; ｾ

llgassing"; and foaming

Diagnostic/ControlAction

Sludge requires additional
aeration; increaseDOSP

Sludge loading factor is too
high; increaseRRSP

Inherent ability of sludge to
form a floc; releaseof
nitrogen gas suggestingde-
nitrification in the settler.
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General Operating Philosphy: The rules of Tables 5 + 11

are summarisedin an abbreviatedform of controller logic state-

ments in Table 12. For a list of abbreviationsused in Table 12

see Table 13. Table 12 representsthe starting point for the

evaluationof fuzzy controller performanceby referenceto the

simulation model of Section 4. Notable compromisesin the trans-

lation of Tables 5 + 11 into Table 12 are therefore the omission

of diagnostic statementsand qualitative observationswhich sim-

ply cannot be testedwith the simulation. Using the shorthand

notation of Table 12 the control statementstranslateback thus,

e.g., for Rule 10,

"IF" {ESS is large} "AND" "IF" {Aerobic filamentous bacteria

are causinga bulking sludge} "THEN" {DecreaseDO set-point

by a large amount}.

from which it is possible to point out the following. The vari-

ables FIL and DENIT in Table 12 and 13 are not fuzzy variables,

since it seemsunrealistic to "fudge" the issuesof whether there

is a rising or a bulking sludge condition. Hence thesevariables

can have values 0 or 1 dependingrespectivelyupon the absenceor

presenceof the condition (see also Section 4).

Table 12 perhapsbest illustrates some fundamentalprinciples

underlying the operatingcontrol philosophy for the activated

sludge unit. Inspectionof the list of fuzzy input information

to the controller indicates that seven variables - ETBOD, ESS,

MLSS, RASS, NH 3-N, FIL, DENIT - fall under the categoryof out-

put responseobservations,ｾ Ｌ in Figure 47. A further variable,

ｾ ｍ ｌ ｓ ｓ Ｌ though representinga rate of changeof the stateof the

process,may also be consideredto be a responseobservation Ｈ ｾ Ｉ Ｎ

The remaining three input variables, DOSP, RRSP, SWR, provide

information about the current statusof the desiredcontrol vari-

able set-points Ｈ ｾ Ｉ Ｌ or in other words information about the

current values of the control variables themselves (u). The sig-

nificant feature of the three controller output fuzzy variables,

ｾ ｄ ｏ ｓ ｐ Ｌ ｾ ｒ ｒ ｓ ｐ Ｌ ｾ ｓ ｗ ｒ Ｌ is that they are concernedwith control ac-

tions that implement changes to the existing values (levels) of



Table 12. Fuzzy controller statements.

Portfolio Rule ESS RASS 6MLSS RRSP FIL f.DOSP toSWR
Group ETBOD MLSS NH -N DOSP SWR DENIT toRRSP3

1 1 L MP SP
2 L LP LP
3 VS SN SN
4 VS MN LN
5 L L SN
6 L S SP

2 7 M SP
8 L LP
9 M 1 SN

10 L 1 LN

3 11 M 1 SP
12 L 1 LP

4 13 M S S SN
14 L S S LN

5 15 S M SP
16 S " SN,'1

17 S L LP
18 S L LN

6 19 S S M M S L LN
20 S S M M S. S SP
21 S S M M S L SN
22 S S M M S S SP
23 S S M M S L SN

I
11I
ｾ

I
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Table 13. List of abbreviationsused in Table 12 - for ｦ ｵ ｺ ｾ ｹ set
definitions see Tables 14 ｾ 29.

Abbreviation

ETBOD

ESS

MLSS

RASS

NH3-N

6MLSS

DOSP

RRSP

SWR

FIL

DENIT

tillOSP

.6.RRSP

.6.SWR

VS

S

M

L

SN

MN

LN

SP

MP

LP

Definition

Effluent total BOD

Effluent suspendedsolids

Mixed liquor suspendedsolids

Recycle activated sludge suspendedsolids

Ammonia - N

(Daily) rate of change in MLSS

Aerator dissolvedoxygen set point

Recycle ratio set-point

Sludge wastagerate

Presenceof filamentous bacteria (bulking
sludge)

Presenceof denitrification (rising sludge)

Changeof dissolved oxygen set-point value

Changeof recycle ratio set-point value

Changeof sludgewastagerate

Very small

Small

Medium

Large

Small negative (decrease)

Medium negative (decrease)

Large negative (decrease)

Small positive (increase)

Medium positive (increase)

Large positive (increase)
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the input control variables. We might denote such variablesby

ｾ ｵ in order to distinguish them from the group of variablesu.-. . -
Two important characteristicsof the general operatingphilosophy

can now be defined:

o The fuzzy controller, for this particular specification,

is essentiallya feedbackcontroller in the senseof

Figure 47, since it does not receive any information on

influent or measureddisturbances;however, it deals with

transformationsof ｻ Ｈ ｾ Ｍ ｾ Ｉ ,u} information into control

actions of the type ｾ ﾣ Ｌ rather than with transformations

of error observations, Ｈ ｾ Ｍ ｾ Ｉ Ｌ into actions u.

o The basic nature of the controller reflects broadly the

following sequenceof events: a partes) of the process

is observedto move outside the bounds of desirableper-

formance; a number of ahangesare made to the current

levels of the controlling variables in responseto the

undesirablesituation; sufficient changesare implemented

until the offending condition is returned to within de-

sirable limits; lastly, the levels to which the controlling

variableshave been altered are assessed,and if any of

the three (DOSP, RRSP, SWR) lie outside a normally accept-

able range they are cautiouslychangedback to within the

acceptablerange.

This latter property of the fuzzy controller in Table 12 signifies

a substantialdeparturefrom the more usual function of a control-

ler which is to determinecurrent levels (settings) for the con-

trol ｶ ｡ ｲ ｩ ｡ ｢ ｬ ･ Ｌ ｾ Ｎ Table 12 divides accordingly into Rules 1 ｾ 18,

which are responseactions conditionedupon various processup-

sets, and into Rules 19 ｾ 23, which undertakethe procedureof

re-adjustingthe control variable levels once all other operational

objectivesare satisfied.

A secondobservationon Table 12 is related to the importance

of effluent suspendedsolids (ESS) measurements. For each of the

Rules 7 ｾ 18 the prevailing ESS conditions either dictate the

nature of the control action or are required to be satisfactory
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before control action can be implementedto deal with distur-

bancesnot affecting the objective of a properly clarified ef-

fluent. A similar observationcan be made in respectof the

importanceof sludge wastagerate, or rather changesthereof,

Ｈ ｾ ｓ ｗ ｒ Ｉ Ｌ as a control action. Twelve of the Rules 1 ｾ 18 specify

an alteration in the setting of sludge wastagerate, whereas

relatively few changesof dissolved oxygen levels and recycle

sludge flow-rates are required by the controller.

The overall operationalobjectives for the activated sludge

unit are implicit in Rules 19 ｾ 23 of Table 12. The interpre-

tation of these operationalobjectives is linked to the appropri-

ate set definitions (marked by an asterisk) for the fuzzy vari-

ables given in Tables 14 ｾ 29. Again, as with the processcon-

trol rules, the fuzzy set definitions have been derived on the

basis of discussionsbetween the first two authors of this report.

Referring to Tables 14 and 15, for ETBOD and ESS, the following

may be noted: although Royal Commission standardscall for an

effluent not exceedingconcentrationlevels of 20 gm-3BOD and

30 gm-3SS, it is possible in practice that some control action

might be initiated given a satisfactorybut deterioratingquality

of the effluent. That is to say, the controller provides for

operationabout some rather imprecise (fuzzy) desiredmaximum

values for ETBOD and ESS. By the same token it may also be pos-

sible that, although some of the effluent quality constraints

are exceededby a marginal amount, this may not warrant the im-

plementationof a control response.

Two points should be noted with respectto the fuzzy set

definitions for the control variables, Tables 27,28,29. Nominally,

any of the changesspecified by the controller would be carried

out once per day in accordancewith current managementpractice.

If this practicewere altered such that control actions might be

taken two or three times eachday, then in principle changesof

the same magnitudewould be implemented. Tables 27 and 29 show

that in fact only precisediscretechangesto DOSP and SWR can

be made in view of the nature of physical constraintsimposed by



Table 14. Fuzzy set definitions for effluent total BOD (ETBOD) concentrations.
(Note: in this and Tables 15 + 29 the set marked with an asterisk
denotesthe desirableoperating range.)

ETBon (gm-3) < 10 10-15 15-17.5 17.5-20 20-22.5 22.5-25 25-27.5 27.5-30 30-35 > 35

Sma11* l.0 l.0 l.0 0.8 0.3 0.1 0 0 0 0

Medium 0 0 0.1 0.3 0.8 l.0 l.0 0.6 0.2 0

Large 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.4 0.9 l.0

Table 15. Fuzzy set definitions for effluent suspendedsolids (ESS) concentrations.

ESS (gm-3) < 20 20-25 25-27.5 27.5-3030-32.5 32.5-35 35-40 40-42.5 42.5--45 45-47.5 47.5-52.5>52.5

Sma11* l.0 l.0 0.9 0.8 0.3 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Medium 0 0 0.1 0.3 0.9 l.0 l.0 0.9 0.5 0.2 0 0

Large 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.4 0.9 l.0 l.0

I
U1
IX)

I



Table 16. Fuzzy set definitions for MLSS concentrations.

MLSS (gm.-3) < 1500 1500-2000 2000-2400 2400-2700 2700-3000 3000-3300 3300-3600 3600-4000 > 4000

Very small 1.0 0.9 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0

Small 0 0.1 1.0 0.9 0 0 0 0 0

Medium* 0 0 0 0.6 1.0 1.0 0.6 0 0

Large 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.9 1.0

Table 17. Fuzzy set definitions for return activated sludge SS CRASS) concentrations.

RASS (gm-3) < 3000 3000-3500 3500-4000 4000-4500 4500-5000 5000-5500 5500-6000 6000-7000 > 7000

Very small 1.0 0.2 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0

Small 0.1 0.9 1.0 0.2 0 0 0 0 0

Medium* 0 0 0.1 0.7 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.4 0

Large 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.6 1.0

I
U1
\D
I
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Table 18. Fuzzy set definitions for ammonia - N (NH3-N)
concentrations.

-3 < 15 15-17.5 17.5-2020-22.5 22.5-27.5 27.5-30 30-32.5 > 32.5NH
3
-N (gm )

Sma11* l.0 0.9 0.7 0.2 0 0 0 0

Medium 0 0 0.2 0.9 l.0 0.9 0.2 0

Large 0 0 0 0 0 0.3 0.8 1.0

Table 19. Fuzzy set definitions for nitrogenousBOD (NBOD)
concentrations.

NBOD (grn-3) < 7.5 7.5-10 10-12.5 12.5-17.5 17.5-20 20-22.5 > 22.5

Small* l.0 0.8 0.2 0 0 0 0

Medium 0 0.3 0.9 l.0 0.9 0.3 0

Large 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.9 1.0

Table 20. Fuzzy set definition for rate of changeof ESS Ｈ ｾ ｅ ｓ ｓ Ｉ

concentration.

-3 -1
ｾ ｓ ｓ (gm day ) < 10 10-12.5 12.5-15.0 > 15

POSITIVE 0 0.4 0.8 1.0
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Table 21. Fuzzy set definitions for rate of changeof MLSS
ＨｾｍｌｓｓＩ concentration.

ｾ ｓ ｓ (-1500) (-1000) -600) (-300) (-80) 80 300 600 1000
-3 -1 <-1500 (-1000) (-600) -300) (-80) (+80) 300 600 1000 1500 > 1500(gm day.)

Large 1.0 0.9 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Negative

Medium
0 0 0.6 1.0 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0

Negative

Small 0 0 0 0.2 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Negative

Small 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 0.2 0 0 0
Positive

Medium 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 1.0 0.6 0 0
Positive

Large
Positive 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.9 1.0

Table 22. Fuzzy set definitions for rate of changeof RASS
ＨｾｒａｓｓＩ concentration.

ｾ ｒ ａ ｓ ｓ (-1250) (-1000) (-750) (-500) 500 750 1000
-3 -1 <-1250 (-1000) (-750) (-500) (+500) 750 1000 1250 > 1250(gm day )

Negative 1.0 0.9 0.7 0.1 0 0 0 0 0

Positive 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.7 0.9 1.0

Table 23. Fuzzy set definitions for rate of changeof nitrogenous
BOD ＨｾｎｂｏｄＩ concentration.

ｾ ｎ ｂ ｏ ｄ

-3 -1
<-10 (-10) - (-5) (-5) - (+5) 5 - 10 > 10(gm day )

Negative 1.0 0.7 0 0 0

Positive 0 0 0 0.7 1.0
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Table 24. Fuzzy set definitions for dissolvedoxygen set-point
(DOSP) value.

DOSP (gm-3) 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

Norma1* . 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0

Large 0 0 0.1 0.4 1.0

Table 25. Fuzzy set definitions for recycle ratio set-point
(RRSP) value.

RRSP 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 1.0 1.05

Small 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0

Norma1* 0 0 0.1 0.5 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Large 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

RRSP 1.1 1.15 1.2 1".25 1.3 1.35 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7

Small 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Norma1* 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.6 0.2 0 0

Large 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.3 0.7 0.9 1.0 1.0

RRSP 1.8 1.9 2.0

Small 0 0 0

Norma1* 0 0 0

Large 1.0 1.0 1.0



Table 26. Fuzzy set definitions for surplus sludge wastagerate (SWR)

SWR (m3hr-1) 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36

Small 1.0 1.0 0.9 '0.6 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Normal* 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.5 0.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.7 0.5 0.1 0 0

Large 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.6 0.9 1.0

Table 27. Fuzzy set definitions for changeof DOSP (6DOSP)

6DOSP (gm-3) -1.0 -0.5 0.5 1.0

Large Negative 1.0 0 0 0

Small Negative 0 1.0 0 0

Small Positive 0 0 1.0 0

Large Positive 0 0 0 1.0

I
ｾ

W
I
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Table 28. Fuzzy set definitions for changeof RRSP ＨｾｒｒｓｐＩ

ｾｒｒｓｐ -0.25 -0.2 -0.15 -0.1 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25

Large Negative 1.0 0.9 0.2 0 0 0 0 0

Small Negative 0 0 0.5 1.0 0 0 0 0

Small Postive 0 0 0 0 1.0 0.5 0 0

Large Positive 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.9 1.0

Table 29. Fuzzy set definitions for changeof SWR ＨｾｓｗｒＩ

ｾｓｗｒ (m3hr-1) -4 -2 2 4

Large Negative 1.0 0 0 0

Small Negative 0 1.0 0 0

Small Positive 0 0 1.0 0

Large Positive 0 0 0 1.0
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the pumps, valves, and blowers involved in the controlling mech-

anisms. The operatingranges for all three control variables,

DOSP, RRSP, SWR (Tables 24,25,26), are also subject to maximum

and minimum physical bounds.

To summarise, then, Table 12 can be viewed as the first

version of a fuzzy controller for the activatedsludge process,

for the present, it has not been appropriateto include all the

rules and all the variables, e.g., NBOD, ｾｅｓｓＬ ｾｒａｓｓＬ ｾｎｂｏｄ

(Tables 19,20,22,23,respectively), for which we have derived

fuzzy set definitions.

6. CONTINUING AND RELATED STUDIES

The continuing part of our studies focuses upon the exami-

nation of the structureand performanceof the fuzzy controller

by referenceto thp. activatedsludge simulation model of Section

4. Already, certain featuresare emergingwhich require special

attention; some of these are noted here. ReLated Ｘ ｴ ｵ ､ ｩ ･ ｳ ｾ on the

other hand, are mainly concernedwith the future potential for

mathematicalmodel applicationsin this field; some comment,

however, is also offered on parallel studiesof operationalman-

agementof activated sludge units.

6.1 The Controller

The results expectedfrom the analysisof the controller

will inevitably be strongly qualified by the fact that the simu-

lation of the activatedsludge unit, and in particular the clari-

fier model, does not accuratelyreflect "reality". If a part of

the controller is found to be unsatisfactoryit may imply that

part of the model is unsatisfactoryand not necessarilythat the

control statementsare incorrect. Nevertheless,even without

the simulation studies the preparatorywork on the derivation

of the controller in Section 5 has revealedinsights into the

characterof activatedsludge control and possibledirections

for further analysis. Severalquestionsare of particular inter-

est:
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o How sensitive is the successfulperformanceof the

controller to the absenceof effluent BOD measurements

Section 5.2.2 and Table 12 would suggestthat a majority

of the control statementsrely upon SS measurementsand

not BOD measurements?

o Can the performanceof the controller be improved by the

inclusion of rules and measurementsrelated to infZuent

､ ｩ Ｘ ｴ ｵ ｾ ｢ ｡ ｮ ｡ ･ ｳ of the plant, i.e., a feedforward control

component? (see also Section 6.2).

o Do the rules of Table 12 contain any inherentconflict

situations; can new control statementsbe devisedwhich

give definitive action for those parts of the controller

look-up table which account for the many combinationsof

operatingconditions not coveredby the current controller?

o Has the discussionof activatedsludge control led to

the specificationof "artificial" rules, that is tules

suggestedby the analyst rather than by the plant manager?

o And lastly, is the generaloperatingphilosophy embodied

in the controller essentiallya sound basis for control?

We have already noted how the nature of the controller

differs from what one might have expected. Inspection

of Table 12 indicatesthat the use of recycle ratio set-

point (RRSP) control is not clearly defined; for example,

in other than normal operatingconditions, i.e., for

Rules 1 ｾ 18 of Table 12, there is provision only for an

increase,with no subsequentdecrease,of RRSP. Or al-

ternatively, an overall impressionis that most control

actions relate to sludge wastagerate (SWR). Thus alter-

ations of RRSP (and of dissolvedoxygen set-point) should

perhapsbe made only when SWR is at a value close to its

minimum (zero) or maximum permissiblelevels; in other

words, .tlRRSP is conditional upon the statusof SWR. Fur-

ther, it is necessaryto examine potential improvements

to be derived from changesin the frequency and timing at

which observationsand control actions should be taken.
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In the presentstudy no attention has been given to the

matter of implementing the fuzzy controller on a processcomputer_

This is becausewe do not yet see the likelihood that such im-

plementationis appropriateor possible - the computer at Norwich,

for instance, is currently fully occupied. Ultimately, however,

the availability of an on-site, operational fuzzy controller is

envisagedprimarily as a kind of support service for day-to-day

management: the plant managerwould be encouragedto interact

with the controller in a "conversationalmode". But having im-

plementedthe controller does not imply that its structure is

defined for all time thereafter. Part of the conversationalmode

of interactionwould ideally be allocated to updating the perform-

ance of the controller. It is of special interest in this respect

to mention the work of Gillblad and Olsson (1977) on the computer

control of a medium-sizedwastewatertreatmentplant at Gavle in

Sweden. Their approachhas several similarities with the

proposalsof Section 5, in that it connectsa certain sequence

of control actions with a given fuzzy combinationof operational

conditions (states). Indeed, Gillblad and Olsson recommendthat

the controller should be adaptedas new empirical experience

becomesavailable for inclusion. Such empirical experience

amounts to, for example, the logging of sequencesof events that

lead to a well identified undesirableoperationalstate, which

in turn can be remedied, or better forestalled, by a suitable

combination of control actions.

One final aspectof the controller studies is that of the

preparationof a questionnairefor circulation among treatment

plant managers. Section 5 of this report has been written partly

with the intention that it should form the basis of such a ques-

tionnaire. An additional feature which might be included would

be a more detailed descriptionof the average (qualitative) char-

acteristicsof the raw sewageentering the Whitlingham Plant.

It is well known that different treatmentplants receive sewage

of quite different characteristicsand that this has a bearing

on the way in which the unit processesof treatmentare operated.

The objectivesof the questionnairewould thus not necessarily
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be to obtain a consensusof opinion on how to managean activated

sludge unit. Instead the questionnaireis regardedas a frame-

work for cataloguing, comparing, and extending the wealth of prac-

tical experiencethat exists on the day-to-dayregulation of the

activatedsludge process.

6.2 Model Applications

So far in this study mathematicalmodels have been employed

largely as a means (simulation) for evaluatingprocesscontrol

schemes. Other contexts for the application of models are dis-

cussedelsewhere,Beck (1977); among theseapplications,one

which is of particular importanceconcernsthe benefits of having

operationalmodels installed in an on-site processcomputer. The

main purposesof such models would be to provide, like the fuzzy

controller, a support service for decision making and a means of

supplementingand restructuringthe routine monitored information

presentedto the plant manager. In the former respecta process

model might be used for rapid on-line evaluationof the short-

term future consequences(over a period of a few hours, say) of

alternativecurrent control actions. In the latter respect,

there are broadly two classesof problem to be considered:

o the prediction of future events, typically the expected

variations in quality and flow-rate of the settled sewage

influent to the aerator,

o the estimationof processstatevariables (x) from noise-

corruptedobservations(z) i the reconstructionof infor-

mation about variables (x ) which are important for the-u
control function, but which are not directly measured

by instruments,e.g., concentrationsof nitrifying bac-

teria (see Figure 41 (b) and Sections3.2 and 3.31.

A good example of the idea of state reconstructionis the use of

dissolvedoxygen profile measurementsalong the aerator for esti-

mation of the biological activity of the mixed liquor, see for

example Olsson and Andrews (1977).
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The mention of noise-corruptedobservationsraises an issue

of special relevanceto the application processcontrol: it

deals with some possible limits on the accuracyof control. Re-

calling Figure 47 we notice that the feedbackcontroller operates

upon a perceivederror betweenoutput responseobservationsand

the desiredset-point values, i.e., Ｈ ｾ Ｍ £). Yet in fact the

real objective of control is not to match the observations (z)

to r but to match the actual stateof the process Ｈ ｾ Ｉ to r.

From the historical point of view the original reasonfor the

developmentof processstateestimation techniques (e.g., the

Kalman filter) was just such that the effects of noise Ｈ ｾ in

Figure 47), or uncertainty, could be filtered out before applying

the control function to the error between state estimate Ｈ ｾ ) and
-m

desiredperformance Ｈ ｾ Ｉ Ｎ In practice, therefore, one might use

the estimatesof the effluent ammonia - N ｣ｯｮ｣･ｮｴｲｾｴｩｯｮ in Figure

43(a) for control purposesinsteadof the measurements.

All this, of course, may not be immediately practicable;

but it is worth bearing in mind that it may well become so, and

such model applicationswould then deserveserious consideration.

7. CONCLUSIONS

This report summarisesa study in the dynamic modelling and

operationalcontrol of the activatedsludge process; further

studiesconcernedwith the evaluationof various controller schemes

are still in progress. The major results discussedin the re-

port include the verification against field data of a model for

nitrification in an activatedsludge unit and the developmentof

a fuzzy controller basedon empirical operatingexperience. Other

more detailed conclusionsfrom the study, togetherwith recommen-

dations for future work, are given in the introduction, Section 1,

to the report.

The considerableproblems and difficulties bf the exercise

in model identification and verification confirm our previous

experience (Beck, 1976) and the experienceof others, e.g.,

Olsson (1976). The quality of field data available for analysis
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leavesmuch to be desired. But that is not to conclude that

modelling applicationsshould be dismissed, since models may be

of significant value in a control context. Indeed, there is good

reason to be rather more optimistic about the future of control

applicationsin wastewatertreatment. Control engineeringem-

bracesa wide variety of control systemsynthesistechniques:

one relatively recent development,namely fuzzy control, seems

to be well-suited to the type of conditions, e.g., complex be-

haviour and limited accuracyof mathematicalmodels, which pre-

vail in a sewagetreatmentplant. This is an approachto con-

troller design which relies upon an ability to codify empirical

experienceand not upon the analytical propertiesof a set of

equations.

Hitherto there has been a widespreadtendencyto concentrate

efforts on broadeningthe scope of measuredinformation available

for control. Consequentlyless thought has been given to the

possibilities for improving the ways in which already available

measurementscan be presentedto the plant manager. The poten-

tial for the use of models in this context of forecasting, state

estimation, statereconstruction,and on-line evaluationof con-

trol decisions, is very much unexplored.
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Figure 11.
-3Influent carbohydrateconcentration(gm ).
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Figure 14. -3Effluent 5-day carbonaceousBOD (gm I.
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Figure 23. Sludge recycle ratio.
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Figure 26. Sludge age <-days}.'
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Figure 29. Percentagenitrification.
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(d) Aerator nitrosomonasconcentration (gm-3)

(e) Aerator nitrobacterconcentration(gm-3)
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Figure 43 (contd.). Nitrification model-recqnstructedstate
estimates:R •-u
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